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Week Fifteen Hundred Only One County, That of San Juan, Placed in the Anti" Improved Shipping Facilities insurgent Republican Se- - Praises Bth Parties for Their
and Communication With
nators and RepresentatiDied from Plague in
Column This AfternoonSanta Fe County Leads
Loyalty in Saturday's
Latin America
Election
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ves Get Together
in the Land Slide for Statehood.
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Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 23.
The kindly sentiments manifested at the White House in
both Houses of Congress and
through all the departmetns.
regarding the overwhelming

Could One of Every Five Succumbed
to Bubonic Pestlin Seven
Days.

Vou
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constitution
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int.-The
was smaller than MEETING
but the majorities were

in Albuquerque
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497
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2S0 for, 73 against.

Chaves County.
With five precincts to hear from.
Chaves county gave 1717 votes for tho
constitution and only 3n0 against. The
total majority will excer il i:,im).
came near equalling Santa Fe in
the majority given, casting ll.",y for
and 122 aeainst.
Hon. G. A. Richardson telegraphs
Hon. Jose D. Sena this afternoon,
that the majority in Chaves county!
for the constitution reaches 1,000.
Hagerman gave 119 for and 33
against.
Curry County.
The constitution carried two to one.
the big majorities for it in Clovis and
Texico furnishing the surprises of the
day. The majority is figured at 3130.
23
La Lande gave 20 for and
55
against; Taiban 44 for and
against; Melrose ICS for and 59
against; St. Vrain six for and seven
against; Blacktower 52 for and 22
against.
Separ, 12, 'against; for, 0.
Colfax County.
Colfax county with four small precincts to hear from gave sixteen hundred majority for the constitution.
Raton gave 700 majority for the

majority for the constitution,
presages a benefit to the new
state of New Mexico to the extent of millions of dollars.
'
Nothing but the kindest expressions are heard everywhere in both political parties. The only anxiety is for
the admission to the sisterhood
of states at the earliest pos-
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WE'LL BE IN UNION 61
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Subsidy Measure Urgedin Open- Popular Government Thwarted State Election Will Be Held by
and Strangled They
ing Address by President
July First of This
Year.
Kirby.
Solemnly Declare.
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21. Improved
Jan.
Wasington,
shipping facilities and communication
with the
republics
and other countries calculated to en..
:
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.
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,he National Merchant Marine con-- '
The
gress, which met here today.
congress was called by the National
Association of Manufacturers, which
has been conducting a campaign of
education on the extension of AmeriPresican Manufacturers abroad.
dent John W. Kirby, of the latter organization, delivered the opening address in which he urged the passage
ot the ship subsidy bill, as a necessary method ot extending our foreign
trade.
Representatives Hobson of
Alabama and Humphrey of Washington also urged legislation looking to
the restoration of the American flag
on the high seas.

of tho
Washington. Jan. 23. Tho organiza-- ; (By a Special
New Mexh an )
lion of the Republican
Progressive
X. M
Jan.
League by the Progessive Republican, Albuquerque,
was
H. Andrews
William
Delegate
governors'
Senators, Representatives,
ii
r
in:
n
election
on
wi
at
Saturday's
aird others, an organization that will
seek to fight for the establishment of; the Aharado hotel last night. New
popular government, was announced Mcxios representative in Congress
at the returns
here today. The plans of the new wan wsihiy pleased
wa3
league were drafted Saturday night which show the constitution
sible day.
w hen a declaration of
principles was adopted hy -- ar, overwhelming majority,
The r.silt is a foregone
signed and these officers elected: lie said:
President, Senator Jonathan Bourne,! coin iusion o; our early admittance to
1!
There is not much to add to the anhe endorsement had
of Oregon; first vice president. Rep-- j the I'liioii.
nouncement of the Xew Mexican on
resentative George Norris of Xebras-- j been weak, it laiuhi have led to comka 'second vice president. Governor plications.
Saturday afternoon at four o'clock
I;ut now when the gavel
that the constitution had swept the
Charles Osborn of Michigan; treasur-- j falls in Congress Mar.-4, we shall
state by 12,000 majority and that a
or, Charles R. Crane of Chicago. The he in the L'nion! "
veritable landslide engulfed the anti
While being interviewed Mr. Andeclaration of principles is signed by
statehood leaders in Santa Fe coun
nine Republican U. S. Senators, the drews called a messi ngtr hoy and
ty for 'the entire county did not give
governors of six Republican
states, sent telegrams to tin- following off300 votes against the constitution and
thirteen members of the House and! icials in Washington: Postmaster
only 74 men could be found in Santa
others. It says: "Popular government; General Hitchcock, Hon. lioies PenFe who voted against the constituin America has been thwarted and1 rose, Senator from Pennsylvania, and
tion. By all appearances, Santa Fe
progressive legislation strangled by the new leader in the Senate; Richernment offers to bear the expenses
county gave the largest majority of
the
control ard A. Ballinger, secretary of the inspecial interests which
of the crusade.
any county for the constitution and
the caucuses of delegates to conven- terior; Joseph G. Cannon, speaker ot
Santa Fe the largest majority of any
tions and party organizations and the House; John W. might, RepubliWhat, Mr. Bursum Says.
ILLINOIS SEEMS IN
city or town. In other words, Santa
through the control of the machinery can whip of the House ;.ad RepreA dispatch
from
Albuquerque
SAME DISGRACE AS OHIO. Fe county and Santa Fe city have re- constitution.
of the government dictate the nominasentative from the thirtieth district
states:
deemed themselves in the eyes of the
Dona Ana County.
tions and platforms that elect admin- of New York, a firm friend of New
.
Chairman
Bursum, of the ReTRAP
This was the center of the insurgVermillion County Grand Jury to In- people, not only of New Mexico, but
istrations, legislators, representatives Mexico in her time of need; Edward
publican territorial central commitof the entire United
States. The ency. After the smoke of battle had
to Congress and U. S. Senators and II. Hamilton, chairman of the House
vestigate Vote Buying in Uncle
tee, who has led the campaign for the
Joe's District.
great rock that impeded the progress cleared away it was found that the
conirol the cabinet officers. "
committee on territories, and to Ira
ratification of the constitution In
of Santa Fe has been rolled away and insurgents had mustered only 411 One Hundred
SolFederal
"l.'nder existing conditions legisla- M. Bond, Washington correspondent
New Mexico, was in Albuquerque last
forvotes against the constitution while
now on, the city should go
of the Santa Fe New Mexican.
tion in public interest has been
Danville, 111., Jan. 23. Vermillion from
Bight. To say that Mr. Bursum is
diers Killed in Narrow
This was the gist of the telegram
a sit- ward by leaps and bounds, that is if 1144 voted for the constitution giving
faced
and
defeated.
today
in
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gTand
Just
jury
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the
It
result
with
pleased
putting
its citizenship remains as united as the majority of 1033. The vote by pretao each:
sent
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which
a
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uation
at
tion
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may
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government
popular
even
Ojinaga
Gorge
mildly. "The majority is
larger
cincts was as follows: Dona Ana 127
it was at the polls on Saturday.
Jan. 21, 1911.
the
of
The
the
affairs
Albuquerque,
county.
delecertain
states
the
political
superseded
than I expected," said Mr. Bursum,
.By 6:30 p. m., on Saturday evening, for, 5 against; Las Cruces.
precinct
in
"The vote yesterday
favor
outcome of this week's investigation
convention system and the peogate
"though never for a moment had I
of
the
be said to depend upon two men all the votes in the city had been three, 207 for, 94 against; Mesilla, VICTORY
constitution
ma- of the
have
may
assumed
control
of
FOR
the
ENSURRECTQS
ple
serious
of
doubt
the result.
It Circuit
any
counted and veriiied the count made precinct four, 79 for, 29 against; Me
of New Mexico was about 20,imm
Judge Kimbrough and Forechinery of government, has the gov"was simply a question of getting the
It. was a very clean conof the grand during the day as the election pro- silla, precinct five, 134 for, 26 against;
man
Isaac
ernment become responsive to the majority.
Woodyard
2
people who favored the constitution
53
Mesilla
for,
Park,
against; La Government
will have gressed, for no one made any secret
WILLIAM H. ANDREWS.
will and progressive legisla test.
Kimbrough
popular
Mowed
Troops
and who were sure of its ratification, jury. Judge
of the court in which the vote of the kind of ballot he cast. Prac- Mesa. 10G for, 2 against; La Union, 37
Praises Both Parties.
tion has been assured.
The league
Down by Deadly Fire as
aroused to the importance of casting charge
61
for
Mr. Andrews continued bis interwill appear if the matter ap- tically every vote was gotten out and for, 2 against; Chamberino,
sellers
advocates the election of V. S. Sena1 against; San
their individual votes to swell the to1
so
can
not
62
it
be
said
election
that
the
for,
Miguel,
tors by direct vote, direct primaries view by paying a tribute to both parThey Retreated
proaches the nature of the situation
was carried by default or that any against; Colorado, 103 for, against;
tal, and thus convince congress that developed in Adams county, Ohio.
for the nomination of all elective off- ties for their loyal support of the conthe "people of New Mexico almost to
large number of citizens failed to ex- Anthony 69 for, 5 against; Rincon.31
Will Investigate.
23. That icers, the direct election of delegates stitution. Of the work of the DemoJan.
Presidio,
Texas,
will. The total number for, 27 against; Las Cruces, precinct
a man really desired statehood." Mr.
to national conventions with an op- crats he said: "It would have been
Danville, Jan. 23. The fear of the press their
of votes cast was 1,375 of which 74 twenty, 243 for, 96 against; Berino, 30 fully one hundred government troops
Bursum was especially pleased with sellers of votes of
summary punishtwo days ago portunity for a vote to express a impossible to have carried the conkilled
were
in
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fight
21
7
for
vote
in
the big
for the constitution
against; Hatch, 30 for,
ment if they are found out is believed were against and 1,301 for, making a
at Ojinaga was the report received choice for president and vice presi- stitution without the loyal and effthe Pecos valley, where Chaves rolled to be a factor which will "start clear majority of 1,228. In other words against,
support of the Democrats who
here today. It is stated that the dent, the amendment of state consti- icient
Eddy County,
up fifteen hundred and Eddy twelve things." Foreman Woodyard has said only about one voter out of every,
ont in the
tutions
tho
refer- came patrim Wally to U...amproviding
to
initiative,
an
due
was
list
hundred majority for the constitu- repeatedly he will go into the ques- eighteen voted against his own best With three small precincts to hear heavy casualty
endum and recall; and a thorough hour of need. Such men as Hon. O.
buscade.
vote
from
the
of
is
3
was the
interests. Precinct No.
1,226
Eddy county
tion.
A. Larrazolo, of Las Vegas, Colonel
tion with all me.ns at his disposal.
A flying squadron of revolution-ist- general corrupt practices act." The
banner precinct. This was George for, 2'!6 against.
"The ratification of the constituHopewell of this city, and G. A. Richdeclaration
that
will
the
says
league
a
to
is
said
have
decoyed
large
W. Armijo's and Jose D. Sena's pre- Guadalupe County,
of Roswell, and men of kintion in the solidly Democratic coun- THREE HUNDRED GUESTS
ardson
with
the
in
Progressives
a
This county gives a majority of 450 force under General Dorantes into
dred character, did inestimable good.
ties by big majorities, and its ratifiBARELY ESCAPE FROM HOTEL. cinct, both of whom contributed so
states
several
and
wherever
accepta narLet. us not forget that Chaves county
valiently to the success of the cause for the constitution. Fort Sumner trap. The Insurrectos entered
cation in solidly Republican counties
and the federal able will render assistance in pro- gave a wonderful
vote; so did Eddy
and in counties divided politically, by Millard House at Omaha in Flames throughout the entire commonwealth. - 113 for and 12 against. West Puerto row mountain gorge
a
the
of
state
moting
organization
two
at
least
This precinct also recorded the few- de Lima 30 for and 35 against. Anton troops followed. When
and One Man Killed and Five
and in the preparation of ap- and they are both entitled to a lot of
league,
equally large majorities will rob the
est votes against the constitution, and Chico 92 for and 21 against. El hundred of the pursuing troops had
Others Injured.
opponents of statehood of their last
propriate bills and resolutions and credit."
Llano 26 for and 14 against. Cuervo entered the gorge, a deadly fire pour- furnish
Now for Statehood.
Omaha, Jan. 23. One man is dead, as it is a Spanish speaking precinct,
chance of crying fraud t or coercion;
speakers and literature. The
reA
66
for
32
from
the
and
heights.
testifies to the patriotism of the
Asked the "modus operandi" now
against. Conant 43 for ed into thorn
include Governor Carey of
or if they are so wedded to their folly, five others are in serious condition this
signatures
native-borland 10 against. Santa Rosa 127 for treat was ordered, but before Gener Wyoming, Merle D. Vincent of Colo- - that the constitution has been adoptpeople.
as to raise the cry, will rob them of from inhaling the smoke the result
42 against.
Puerto de Luna 15 al uorames men wu.u
The County.
jand
a
of
fire
takin
William Allen White of Kansas, ed Mr. Andrews who has had vast exMillard
the
themselves
of
early
today
chance
having
any
n mini hor WJ DTD If Pfl- rado,
Outside of the city, the county also for and 35 against. Las Tanos 32 for ileaoc nan ult 4lm
were!
hotel.
ui...
Three
hundred
Governor
Stubbs of Kansas. Govern perience in politics for nearly a half
or
guests
anywhere
en seriously in congress
and 16 against. Sunnyslde 16 for and and others wounded
or Johnson of California,
asleep in a hotel, when the fire broke stood for its own best interests. Two 25
Governor century said: "Under the enabling act
else, where reason rules."
against.
Three Days' Battle.
out and many barely escaped with weeks ago, a man well posteo, said:;
McGovern of Wisconsin, Governor AI- - the vote must be canvassed by the
According to Mr. Bursum, Socorro,
"You will
get a vote for the! East Vaughn gave 54 for and 2S
Presidio, Texas, Jan. 23. The fight- drich of Nebraska, Senators Lafollette governor, the secretary of the terrihis home county, so far as heard their lives. Thomas J. Fields of Sioux constitutionhardly
in southern Santa Fe against the constitution; Vaughn gave ing between Ojinaga and Cuchillio
former
Instructor
of
City,
some
Beveridge,
Bristow,
of
languages
Cummings, tory and Chief Justice Pope on the
from, has given a majority
Parado last ed three days, starting Brown, Clapp, Dixon of Montana and third Monday after the vote was takin the university of Wisconsin, was county." A vigorous campaign was 41 for and 30 against.
800 for the constitution, and it is not
made however, ana the returns on
when a small band oE insurrectos was Gronna.
en, or on February 6th. There seems
suffocated by the smoke.
Grant County.
improbable that when the entire vote
no reason to doubt that this vote will
Saturday evening surprised even the
routed at Coyama on January 1C. Of
Twelve
out
of
twenty-fiva
precincts
show
will
returns
Is counted, the
most optimistic. At Madrid, the coal give 768 for the
who went into DAVID GRAHAM
be canvassed in one day. It ought not
FATAL TRAIN COLLISION
PHILLIPS
constitution and 2S5 two hundred Federals
majority of one thousand.
161 votes were cast and not one
camp,
mountains
escaped. The
only
the
forty
Therefore" by- - the
NEAR
The
IS SHOT DOWN. to take longer.
WALES
against.
will exceed
CARDIFF,
majority
"That the constitution will be ap
acvote against it; at Galisteo 66 votes 500. Silver
loss was only five killed,
of February 6th, no compile?
night
381
51 rebel
City
and
for
gave
the
and
presi
proved by congress
tions arising, a copy of the constitucording to their reports. Dorantes has Some Unknown
of Eight Men and Three Chil were cast and not one against it. against.
Dastard
Mortally
dent" said Mr. Bursum. "there ia Bodies
Glorieta had not a vote against it,
to the foothills where he is
tion ought to leave for Washington.
retired
dren
From
Taken
Wounds
Novelist
Fifteen
and
out of twenty-fou- r
Then
Wreckage
nrewV an i wn m on Sn ma rl Anm fnnm
n
A number
scarcely a shadow of doubt, and it Is
It would reach Washington by Februin Grant colmty give majoritv awaiting reinforcements.
by Soldiers
Kills
Himself.
the
before
that
to
safe
Pecos who did not belong in the
predict
quite
of wounded rebels and federals has
ary 'j. This would give ample time
Cardiff, Wales, Jan. 23. A train upper
'
coming summer is over, New Mexico collided with a coal train at Hopkins-tow- precinct and cast their vote against!
been taken to San Juan. The insurto Congress to approve or disapprove.
New
for
23.
Jan.
David
Graham
Fierr0'
York,
13.
Santa rectos cared for the wounded federals
25; against
on resist tinn affivit man
i,J
will have elected a full corps of state
You know a copy goes to the Presinear
Three
was
Pontypridd today.
shot and probfor'
aeainst- - 12Leopold, treating them with the same consid- Phillips, novelist,
total vote 95 for and 2
officers, members of the legislature coaches were
Lamy !"ta'
dent and another copy goes to Contelescoped and many did equally as well against.
ably fatally wounded this afternoon
and county officers."
Cerrillos 'tor, so; against, 4. Whitewater, for, eration as their own men.
and
gress. If both approve, we are in the
and
killed
to
on
passengers
from
home
while
16.
his
his
4;
Pinos
Injured.
way
18;
against,
Altos, for,
which was thought to be the center
ook Agents Galore.
Union; if the President approves and
Soldiers
bodies
the
recovered
of
was
2.
The
club.
the
Princeton
shooting
Central, for, 112; against, ABRAHAM RUEF IS
of disaffection had only 24 votes against,
Superintendent of Public Instruc- men and three children from eight
congress does not disapprove, we are
comit-tethe against the constitution and 89 for it. 71. Cliff, for, 15; against, 47. Dwyer,
GIVEN REHEARING. done by an unknown man who
tion J. E. Clark has had a long siege
also in.
on
IncludThose
the
train
to
was
wreckage.
suicide.
18.
taken
for,
to
5;
Phillips
anxious
are
Even
69,
against,
Lordsburg,
Cienega had. five majority for
with book agents wh
By March 4.
ed a number of miners on the way to it. Northern Santa
Fe county did for; 39, against. Hachita, 14, for; 25, First Circuit Court Which Upheld the Bellevue hospital.
get certain books used in New Mexi- a conference of
"My judgment is that by March 4
equally as well and as reports were against. Lepar, 12, against; for, 0.
Sentence of Fourteen Years,
we will be in the Union. Then the
co's schools, and it is said Mr. Clark
received from Pojoaque,
Lincoln County.
Must Hear Appeal.
Ildefonso,
has lots of material for an interesting
President will notify Governor Mills
Rio Medio, Nambe, Santa Cruz,
This county went for the constituSan Francisco, Jan. 23. A petition
that he has approved the constitution
valume entitled "Book Agents I Have
the majority kept on climbing. tion by a small majority. Carrizozo for the rehearing of the judgment and
Known."
and will authorize him to call a state
HAND
Stanley and Otto were the only pre- gave a majority of 39 for the consti- order sentencing Abraham Ruef to
convention within 30 days. We must
Notary Appointed.
cincts to return majorities against it. tution, the vote being 115 for and 76 San Quentin for fourteen years on
vote within not less than 60 and not
Governor Mills has appointed Loto
HANKOW
SoTip
noon, every precinct of Santa against; Capitan gave 27 for and 55 the charge of bribery of the
more than 90 days. This would give
renzo P. Garcia of Magdalena,
Fe county except San Pedro had re- against; Lincoln
71 for and 58
board of supervisors was
us the state elections by July 1."
corro county, a notary public.
ported its vote and that precinct gave against; White Oaks gave 9 for and granted today by the state supreme
Incorporation.
Major Llewellyn Talks.
14 majority for the constitution. ' The 68 against; Picacho gave a majority court. This means that the first cirArticles of incorporation have been
At the Alva rado was also Major W.
Chinese
Aroused
Population
of69
of
vote
total
for the constitution.
filed in the territorial secretary's
cuit court of appeals which upheld the
H. H. Llewellyn, district attorney of
excepting that
Bullet Intended for One of
precinct
was 2,574 for the constitution and
Over Killing of Coolie
Nordhaus and Sons
fice by the-H- .
action of the trial court must again
Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero eounties
Luna County.
Her Sons Strikes
259 against it, making
Luna county goes for the constitu- hear the appeal for a new trial.
a majority
Co., of Deming, Luna county, naming
comprising the eighth district and
by British
with San Pedro added of 2.329 for tion by a small majority. Deming
H. Nordhaus as resident agent. The
whose home is in Las Cruces. The
Kills
Her
the county. The following is the gave 239 for and Uo against the con- ANOTHER NEWSPAPERMAN
company is capitalized at $50,000 of
major discussed the election as fol500 shares at $100 each, the incorpo
BREAKS INTO SENATE.
vote by precincts the first column stitution.
KILLED DURING ROW lows:
TWENTY
rators being H. Nordhaus, 250 shares; ONE
"Dona Ana county's majority in
Nutt cast 5 against and none for
EACH
DEATH
YEAR being for and the second against the
Frank L. Nordhaus, 125 shares, and
Deadlock in Tennessee Is Broken, but
round numbers will be 1,100. This
constitution:
McKinley County.
Morris A. Nordhaus, 125 shares. The
in New York Sheehan Falls
is not so heavy as we could have
For.
Against
McKinley county gives 761 for and
Marines Had to Be Landed to vote
wished but the result is gratifying,
object of the company is to do a gen- That Is Said to Be Toll Demand- Pojoaque
Thirteen Behind.
3
77 against the constitution.
95
Defend Foreign Community
eral merchandise business.
The
nevertheless. Wrhat will statehood
Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 23. The dead1
45
Tesuque
Mora County.
ed by the Society,
term of incorporation Is 50 years.
mean to us? It will be followed by
lock in the Tennessee legislature ov
Three
444
13
Sunday.
This
county gives a majority of er the election of U. iS. Senator to
Two Promotions.
the
iu Each Block
Four
turning loose of an abundance of
385
20
450. Roy gives 142 for, 55 against.
Adjutant General Brookes announcsucceed J. B. Feasier was broken to
77
34
Con- capital at a low rate of interest and
Agua Fria
23.
American
Solano
15
June
for
28
and
Hankow,
gives
against.
ed today the promotion of J. T. Dearthe development of our immense minthe election of Luke Lea, In
31
26
New York, Jan. 23. Another black- Cienega
Eight precincts give 608 for and 150 day by
born to be first lieutenant and Seras a sul General Mosher today wired his eral deposits east of Las Cruces.
dependent
Democrat,
regarded
Cerrillos
4
89
against
geant E. J. Hoernlg to be second lieu- .hand murder was added to the long Galisteo
candidate of the Fusionists. Mr. Lea government asking that a gunboat be There will follow a more rapid devel66
0
Wagon Mound gave 356 for and is a
tenant in Company K, First Infantry, list In New York after midnight, Mrs.
lawyej and a newspaper pub- sent to this port to protect American opment of agricultural resources;
Ildefonso
106
13
nine against. Mora 83 for, 65 against
New Mexico' National Guard, at Clo-vi- Francisca De Chilla, an Italian mothlisher.
interests in the event of the continu- stock raising will also be a greater
37
Stanley
.14
Otero County.
and they will report In person
I have lived in the territory
Sheehan Was Thirteen Short.
New
to
came
er
who
of
Golden
32
3
years,
of the rioting that began here industry.
sixty
Otero county went for the constituto Captain F. C. Blumlein.
23. The fifth joint bal- ation
for
Jan.
Albany,
years and I believe from
thirty
to
York
week
from
a
Canoncito
ago
113
1
Naples only
followed what I have seen of
tion by 100 majority. Alamogordo lot for U. S. Senator
Result of Examinations.
today gave no yesterday. The disorders
immigration, a
live with two of her sons, both pros- Glorieta ..
2
99
a
162
Tularo-s180
is
Clark
for and
gave
receiving
against.
Superintendent
result. Sheehan was short thirteen the report that the British police had very large class of desirable people
and
was
perous
shot
0
75
merchants,
Chimayo
the reports of the examinations held
gave 70 majority for the constitu- votes of the majority.
killed a coolie. Considerable damage will move Into New Mexico from the
killed as she sa by the open rear Santa Cruz
77
34
tion. Three Rivers gave 55 for and
all over the territory recently for window
marines east and middle west; a class of peowas done and
of her son's home in an East Lower Santa Cruz ... 53
3
none against.
teachers' certificates. In Santa Fe
landed to defend the foreign ple who have steadily refused to inwere
PROHIBITION
COMMITTEE
21
221
county Miss Estella Bergere attained side tenement The. police believe Seventeen
MEETS AT CHICAGO. community.
Probably twenty Chin- vest their interests under a territo- - .
Quay County.
251
19
a good average and will be awarded the bullet was Intended tor one of the Eighteen . . .
Twelve precincts give 745 for and
Chicago, Jan. 23. Scores of Na- ese were killed during the rioting and rial form of government. You may
sons,
both,
whom
have
received Madrid
0
a second grade certificate for which
.161
250 against
the constitution. The tional Prohibition party leaders from a number of foreigners injured. To- hear lots of talk about a territory beto Nambe
4
she took the examination. Of the nine "threatening letters.
98
According
county will give at least 500 majority. nearly every state in the XInlon are day the foreign concessions are pro- ing a safe place under federal control
5
applicants for the third grade all but the tradition of East side Italians, Rio Medio
The riot- but I want to say to yu that well In...33
Montoya gave 100 for and 5 against in town to attend the meeting of the tected by Chinese troops.
'
two will probably be awarded certlti- - the Blackhand exacts one life every Otto
9
16
the constitution.
Tucumcarl gave national committee today. Plans for ers have been checked hut have in- formed men know very well that Con- from
year
the block on Christie
Bernalillo County.
the party's presidential campaign in stituted boycott against all
street, where the De Chllla's live.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Bernalillo county gave a majority
1918 will he considerea.
Continued on Page Eight.
(Continued on Page Eight.)

Governor Mills' face was

Harbin. Manchuria. Jan. 23. Fudziadian, a suburb of Harbin, and the
principal plague spot of Manchuria, is
to be isolated as the first systematic
step toward exterminating the plague
that has grown more threatening ev-- i
who
ery day. A Russian physician
has just completed the inspection of
Fudziadian discovered three plague
sources in the neighborhood of which
are
7,500 persons reside. Corpses
piled high in streets and in the yards
adjoining homes. Last week there
were fifteen hundred deaths in Fudziadian.
An Invitation to the World.
Peking, Jan. 23. The government
is sending a note to the Chinese ministers abroad instructing them to invite the governments to which they
are accredited to send experts to the
to
affected districts in Manchuria
study the bubonic plague, and apply
means of extermination.
The gov-

beaming

the Taft smile this morning as he discussed the election Saturday. "You.
rn?y say for me that the result is
most gratifying," he said, "and what
is particularly pleasing is that the
constitutor was voted on as strongly in the Democratic as in the Repub-1an counties. It is pleasing to the
last degree to note that the INTELLIGENT voters could not be led astray
by the specious arguments of those
who were opposed to statehood in
any form.
"New Mexico will shortly be a
state, and no star in the flag will
sine more brightly than that representing New Mexico, and no state in
the Union will contain more loyal and
prosperous citizens."
The governor was the recipient of
much telegraphic attention on the
part of prominent politicians in the
various counties who wired reports
of their precincts and towns.'
1
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A Fair Offer
EDITORIAL

Your Money Back If You're
Not Satisfied

A SPECIFIC BL0DD IMPURITY
have a sample Oregon ballot
containing names of all the state, district, county, congressional, and precinct candidates in the general election of November Sth, also the thirty-two
amendments to the state constitution. The whole if put in one
straight line would make a ballot
eight feet long, and it is all in small
type.
The statement also accompanies the ballot that the average time
required for voting it was from 21-to 6 minutes. There were 45 officers
from among 125 to pick out and vote
for, besides the 32 amendments in
small type to read and vote on. No
man could vote for 45 men and 32
separate and distinct propositions intelligently in that space of time unless he had had considerable previous
acquaintance with the same identical
We

We pay for all the medicine used
during the trial, if our remedy fails

Catarrh is a
d
blood disease, one which no amount of local
treatment will ever permanently cure.
to completely relieve you of constiThe beneficial effects of washes,
pation. We take all the risk. You
,
spra-sare not obligated to us in any way
inhalations, etc., are only
temporary, and when left off the old
whatever, if you accept our offer.
condition returns, because the blood
That's a mighty broad statement, but
is infected with catarrhal matter and
we mean every word of it.-- Could
This impure condition
impurities.
anything be more fair for you?
of the circulation irritates and incommon-sensA most scientific,
flames the delicate mucous memtreatment is Rexall Orderlies, which
branes and tissues and produces the
are eaten like candy. Their active
well known symptoms of ringing
principle Is a recent scientific disnoises in the head and ears, mucus in
covery that is odorless, colorless and
the throat, headaches, watery eyes,
tasteless; very pronounced, gentle
partial deafness, sore throat, general
and pleasant in actiou, and particuimpairment of health, etc. This condition will remain, growing worse as
larly agreeable in every way. This
long as the catarrhal matter is al- -'
ingredient does not cause diarrhoea,
lowed to remain in the blood. Being
nausea, flatulence, griping or any
a specific blood impurity, there is only
inconvenience whatever. Rexall Orone way to cure Catarrh, and that is
derlies are particularly good for chil- ballot. Texico Trumpet.
to purify the blood. Nothing equals
dren, aged and delicate persons.
S. S. S. for this purpose.
It attacks
If you suffer from chronic or hab- MULLIGAN & RISING HAVE
the disease at its head in the circuor
associate
itual constipation,
the
HANDSOME NEW BUILDING. lation and
by thoroughly renovating
or dependent chronic ailments, we
tne blood and
urge you to try Rexall Orderlies at A Chapel With Cathedral Windows
cleansing it of all
' our risk.
Remember you can get
Is Feature of Mortuary Parlors
impure mattei,
them in Santa Fe only at our stors.
makes a permaOn Palace Avenue.
30 tablets 25
12 tablets 10 cents;
nent and lasting
cents. The Rexall Store. The Fischcure of the disRis&
Funeral
Directors
Mulligan
er Drug Co.
ease. For forty
MulD.
ot
J.
firm
whose
consists
ing,
years S. S. S. has
ligan, C. A. Rising and Bernard Mulbeen recognized
ligan, has moved into their new buildnc flip Kfef Klrwl
BOUND UP.
ing erected on Palace Avenue by Levi
and
the
of cases of
thousands
purifier,
winA. Hughes.
The bi plate glass
Catarrh it has cured is proof that it is
dow which exposes the office to the
the
medicine needed by those
IT IS NOT FAIR.
full view of pedestrians shows a very who very
su ffer with this trouble. Book on
"The outer world is dark; my room Is attractive Interior.
Catarrrh and any medical advice free.
bright;
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta, Ga.
of all, the building is quite
First
have
the
It is not fair that I should
spacious for an undertaking estab-- '
light,
lishment for it has a frontage of 26
From 28 to 42. That was the
While others wander on in darkness
feet, a depth of 84 and is two stories
still.
range in temperature yesterday and
Til place my lamp upon the window-sill- , high.
the average relative humidity was 44
It is entirely modern throughout,
per cent. The lowest temperature
hard-woofor
are
there
polished
And keep It burning brightly, that its
last night was 27 degrees, and that
floors, electric lights, running water, was
ray
the temperature at 6 o'clock this
May cheer some traveler on his home-- excellent ventilation and daylight
morning. Yesterday was clear in the
lumination,
ward way.
forenoon, cloudy In the afternoon and
The walls are of greenish blue and at
night. Saturday the range of tems
The wood-i"The outer world is dark; my world are restful to the eye.
was from 33 to 45 degrees
perature
work is of mission style, and Floren-bright;
and the average relative humidity
'tine
above
windows
are
It is not fair that I should have the
glass
placed
was 65 per cent. The day was
a
the folding door which opens from
light.
there was cloudiness and
queer
one;
My life be free from sorrow and from the office into a mortuary chapel,
it was Tather warm at times; then
The chapel has cathedral windows there were flurries of snow
care,
and also
j
I
While others faint with burdens
and the arrangement of the room
a sprinkle of rain.
share.
j duces
an effect entirely in harmony
t il keep my heart's lamp burning, with the character of the room,
that its ray
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Adjoining the chapel is what is cal- May cheer some soul upon his lonely ied a "slumber room," where the PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to cure
case of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Pro- 1
wayfriends or relatives may spend a fi- any
truding Piles in 6 to 14 days or money re
funded, 50e.
jnal hour in the presence of the
Examinations
for School ceased. Back of this room is a dis- Children Physical examinations of 'play room in which a wall cabinet
all school children at Deming will be wm Bn0w various styles of coffins.
On Pressing Occasions
held regularly commencing at an early Back Gf tnis room i8 the work room.
date- Underneath the building is a spacious
Robbed Burglars basement.
Grocery Store
robDed the grocery store of Winfieldj
Upstairs Mr. C. A. Rising and his
and Bell at Carrizozo, Lincoln coun-- i family have their apartments which
ty, by forcing an entrance through the are very comfortable and decidedly
rear window. Very little loot was se--' attractive.
cured.
Two call bells, one for day and
The Ideal Stropper for Gillette' another for night, are placed In a
Blades as well as all kinds of cut- - ' prominent position at the entrance ot
lery, safety and old style razors, the building, which at once will strike
strops, brushes, soaps, etc., are being one as being as handsome as
attention to in the new ad in thing of its kind in New Mexico
this issue for the Santa Fe Hardware
& faupply Co. Read it.
if you want anything on eartn- try
Stole Milk Juan Chavez, charged;a New Mexican Want Ad.
with taking milk at El Paso by dairy-- ;
when you need your clothing, or any
men on early morning deliveries, was
pannot rp riiRFn
fined $10 in police court Saturday !bvDpafne?4
,oca, almli(,ann aa thpv pall7U.t part of 'tf cleaned and pressed don't
A.
morning.
Bustamente, charged rpah thft flispfle,,
f tha be foolish enough to try and accom
with theft tinder $50 has been releas-ear- .
There ig only one way tQ curel plish it yourself because you will lose
ed. He was said to have borrowed
ajdeatneBSi and that ls by constitution- - both time and temper and probably
ring and to have failed to return it. al remedies. Deafness is caused by
With
Cirilo an lnflamed condition o tne mucous ruin the garments. Better bring them
Charged
Burglary
to us and we will give you a profes
Gonzales, charged with burglary at lining o the Eustachian TuD8-E- l
Paso, has been bound over to thejtne tuDe is inflamed you have a rum sional job that will thoroughly satisfy
grand jury by Justice McClintock with, biing sound or imperfect tearing, and! you in promptness, excellence ana
bond at $350. Caterino Espino, charg--j wnen it ls
entirely cioged Deafness reasonable price.
ed on two counts with assault to mui-;i- s
tne result and unleS8 the lnflamma.
der, was bound over with bond atjtion can be taken out and this tube!
Tailor.
$o00 m each case.
(restored to its normal nnnriirinn. huar.!
Telesforo
Chavez Dies Telesforo lng wiu oe taused
wnlcn
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenuei.
by Catarrh
Chavez, one of the pioneer citizens ofls nothing but an inflamed condition
Las Cruces, died at his home at the of the mucous surfaces
age of 68 years. He leaves a widow
We will gjVQ 0ne Hundred Dollars
and several children.
The funeral for any case of Deafness
(caused by
"c,c "cm al- lue v,auiuuu catarrh) that cannot be cured by
church and interment was made in the1 Hall's Catarrh Cure. , Send for circuCatholic cemetery.
lars, free.
A Cowardly
Act At the Aulstin
P. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
north well about 40 miles northwest of Said by
Druggists, 75c.
Lovington, Eddy county, some person
Take Hall's Family Pills for
or persons with an evil design, saturated the lower parts of the windmill
tower with kerosene oil and then set
fire to same, causing the tower to
We Have! Built Up
turn through so that the whole thing
fell to the ground making quite a
wreck of things, although not as bad
as might have been expected from
such a fall. Not having seemed satTHE PACE FOR 1911
isfied with this cowardly act they also
will surely be set by our livery statapped the tank and the water run
ble, as we have rigs to let as good aa
out.
private ones. It you
A
New Mexico Inventor W. A.
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
Skorkowsky, who lives west of
or you have an engagement where a
atinvented
a
having
riding
carriage ls necessary or proper, send
tachment for a harrow a few years
us word and we will see that you are
ago, has lately made another invenwell cared for. We guarantee you'll
tion, a broom machine. This machine
be pleased with our service
and
combines both a clamp for tying and
prices.
sewing and also trims the broom.
This one machine does what in comWE HANDLE LUMBER
mon practice it takes three machines
WILLIAMS 4 RlSIliG
to do. His machine is small and com- in large quantities and have
very
pact, not taking any more room than modern facility for furnishing the S10 8an Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.
an ordinary sewing machine, aqd fur- very best rough or dressed
thermore it can be manufactured and
Lumber
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
sold very cheaply.
of every description.
We ar thui Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
aundry en Mondays and Tuesdays
For either acute of chronic kidney ? r
1 """f tte
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
!U?h
disorders, for annoying and pataM v' 6 wlu be
All work is guaranteed; your
on
to
your
leased
figure
urinarv immi,riHH
socks are mended and buttons
contracts.
sewed on you shirts, without
ney Pills. An honest and effective
extra charge.
medicine for kidney and bladder disorders. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
PHONE) RED 122. PHONH RED in.
e

i
i

inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa

Ft.

Telephone

No. 40.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTFE TICKFl S
ALL
CAfeH
WITH
PUECHASEB

EVERYTHING
FOR

CATARRH

FLASHES.

deep-seate-

nOily

THE

FEET
THE BEST

In Shoes For
Service or Dress

Established 1856.

Incorporated 1903

SELIGMAN BROS CO.
January White Goods Sale
Table Linens
Napkins

Night Gowns
Corset Covers
Underskirts
Drawers

Towels

Quilts
India Linens
Lawns

Chemise

Waists

Also all Winter Goods at Cost Including
Overcoats, Suits,jLadies Suits and
Capes, Underwear, Chifdrens
Coats, Boys Overcoats, Dress
Goods, and many other desirable

:::::::

Bargains

FOR

Only

TWO

:

:

Only

WEEKS

Commencing
Saturday, January 14th to Saturday, January 28th.
.

FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS HOUSE

P.O. Box 219

IN THE

CITY

Phone 36

d

At Right Prices

;

11-

1

'

Health Shoes Comfort Shoes and Hosiery

Staples

j

miftJ ihiihd

hooks

-

W)RE

j

John Pflueger

spSst.

SPSst.

j

pro-mig-

j

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

-

COAL YARD

&

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Phone Red 100

TH0VUS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

Irrigation and Farm

: :

Work made easy by using
FULLER & JOHNSON

F.

PRANK

Kmp

GORMLEY

"ut

&

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

Sole Agents For
'INTERNATIONAL STOCK

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
PHONE
BLACK

45

FOOD.

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

LEO HERSCK

FE- -

JS 45

That the New Year we are just entering may be
for each and every one, a Happy New Year; a
m
year fu, of Health and prosperity; with thanks
for all favors shown us and hoping your New Year Resolution will be

(i4
ill
v uiIT W1ll
ion
14rU

I

Will Trade With

H,

C.

Yootz J7inrP

WE COULDN'T TELL YOU IN A WEEK EVERY ARTICLE WE
HAVE IN OUR STORE.
REMEMBER JUST THIS:
IF ifS HARDWARE WE HAVE IT.
WE GIVE FULL WEIGHT, FULL
MEASURE AND A FAIR
PRICE.
WE WANT TO SEE YOU IN OUR STORE MORE THAN ONCE.

ha?owa?eco!S We have it.

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

ll

AISD

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smitbirg

Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

ffSMSllTSSa
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

-

Por-tale-

Your New Year Greetin- gShould be accompanied with some little remembrance
still have a fine assortment of attractive, low priced,
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year
Day, we
have the "Edison," the sweetest sounding
phonograph
made Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods.
we

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

LIVERY STABLI
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

lliiral Dliarmarv

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

ll1

'

St.

Ifit'a Hardware

RATES
at tapir Avwm

Charles W. Dudrow

An

THING YOU WANT

.if

nrtn

Julius Muralter,

Agent.

Wholesale

i

HARIMARE!

any-calle-

: :

'

j

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW; MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

f1

WE HAVE EVERY

I

j

-

RIGHT,

CHAS. CLOSSON

We try to conduct a strictly Ethical
-

duvise uur pauuna iu cuiisuu a regular piiysician.

So many times a physician is asked, "Where shall I take my prescription?" If you want
just what your prescription call for, quick service as well as high grade chemical remember

P(r(rv-

"

(2t

hen III
IP I IC31HCBVIdf

Dy

g
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members in a "set" to be wilfully
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
blind to immoral performances. In- Department of the Interior,
United Slates Land Office.
deed, the suposed unwillingness to
Santa Fe, X. M-- , Jan. 13, 1911.
accept the current code of morals in
Notice Is hereby given that the follofollows.
iocese of Arizona, With See at
the set, or not to join in with it, is
claimant has filed noa reason for exclusion.
Doan's Kidney Pills relieve backTo speak to wing-named
Phoenix, the Capital.
ache,
outsiders of pecadilloes
which are tice of his intention to make final
FOR SALE Three boilers, in excelCure every kidney 111.
(Boston Herald.)
comon property with the charmed cir proof in support of bis claim under
Santa Fe citizens endorse them.
Bishop Julius Walter Atwood was
cle 13 high treason to the laws of so- sections 10 and IT of the act of March lent condition, CO, 40 and 20 horse
)'', 1SL1 (26 Stats., 804), as amended power; also a good second hand
cial position.
Thus new code3
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa consecrated head of the missionary
by the act of February 21, 1SD3, (27 Home Comfort
diocese
Range. Sisters of
Arizona
morning
of
yesterday
women
a
are
deem
ethics
for
"I
N.
it
pleasFe,
M., says:
being creator,
of
number
a
in
of
the
large
statepresence
based not on the higher experience Stats., 470), and that said proof will Charity.
ure to corroborate the public
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
of the race, but the chance and loose S. Ct.
ment I gave in favor of Doan's Kid- bishops, priests and laymen at Trin;
Commissioner at Cuba, X. M..
conFOR RENT Four room, modern
ideas of
who
ney Pills about seven years ago. I ity Church. This was the third
persons
on March 10, 1!M1, viz.: Frank E. house.
in
held
be
to
Trinity
secration
Apply R. H. Hanna.
excellent
found them to be an
to be for the time regarded
remedy
happen
of
stilrgf.
Albuquerque, X. M., for
s society leaaers. j ne relative era the X
and I have never hesitated to vouch Church, Bishop Brooks having been
3P.
Sis 1.1
1.i KR LA RP
FOR RENT Five room modern
for their merit when an opportunity consecrated in 1S91 and Bishop LawThe principles N.4 of StH.
phasls has shifted.
12 and XE M
in good condition. Phone R i 1".
has been presented. For two years rence in 1894.
of hardy people, by which they have
of sw ,., N,v ... VF , , qw
I was in bad shape from backache and
The service began at 11 o'clock
risen to power and influence, are thus w 1.0 g j.j xw
SALE A nearly new Smith
FOR
E
and SW
t
kidney trouble and when Doan's Kid- but long before that hour the church
j exposed,
through the weakness of! 1.4 SW
of NW
of Sec. 11, T Premier Xo. 2 Typewriter. Also two
some of Its women, to inevitable 3e-- ' 20 X., R. 1 V X M P M
Standard incubators, in perfect conney 'Pills were brought to my notice, was practically filled with prominent
I resolved to try them. They not only Episcopalians. A large part of the
as are our women, so He names the following witnesses dition. Apply Box 4 it; Santa Fe.
leriorauon.
'
redrove away the backache, but regu- front of the auditorium was
are our men
Tell me the ethical to prove his actual continuous adverse N M"I
lated the passages of the kidney se- served for the clergy, of whom fully
'
"
standards of our mothers and daugh possession of said tract for twenty '
i- .
'J
cretions and toned up my entire sys- 100 were present. The elaborate
ters, and I will tell you in the mr.in years preceding the survey of the
TYPEWRITERS,
tem. When my back hcs bothered me baldachino of green studden with red
.4
the ethical standards of our fathers township, viz.:
Cleaned adlusted and renaired.
Xew
during the past two and a half years, which served as a canopy over the
and sons.
t,. a. .viiera, v. s. Miera, Juan Jose platents furnished. Riubous and supI have at once taken Doan's Kidney communion table, a part of
the
all
of Cuba, X. M.
In passing from the old order to the Salazar
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
Pills and they have never failed to Christmas decoration, was still in
Aa Person wno oesires to protest and rented. Standard makes handled
woman of today
the
bring relief."
Lf:
place. There was a laTge cross of
has come to regard work as demean against the allowance of said proof, All repair work and typewriters guarFor sale by all druggists. Price 50 white Immortelles on the table as
, .1
ExShe would be chagrined to bo; or who knows of any substantial rea- anteed. Santa F Typewriter
ing.
cents. Foster-Milbur-n
Co., Buffalo, well as two large vases of red carnason under the laws and regulations
,
Phone 231.
caught doing any physical labor in
change.
New Tork, sole agents for the United tions and the silver communion vesher household, which' her mother be- - cf the Interior Department why such
1' '
States.
should not be allowed will be
sels.
fore her very likely did as a matter' proof
Remember the name Doan's and
WANTED At once girl not under
given an opportunity at the
The bishops and clergy robed in
of
course.
now
is
sup-Superiority
2'i years of age, Spanish, who can
take no other.
time
and
to
place
the
the parish house adjoining
posed to be evident in the abi'ity to
the
of said claimant, r.'iui and write English, with a fair
Head"d by the vested choir
church.
hire the largest retinue of servants, and to offerwitnesses
Notice for Publication.
evidence
in rebuttal of education, and sum.! experience in a
, of men and boys singing
the hymns,
so that all physical exertion i3 ren-- :
that submitted by claimant.
general merchandise store, as clerk.
Department of the Interior,
God
to
Goes
of
Forth
War"
Son
dered
2Lx
unnecessary as well as demeanSalary
$'5 per month and board.
MAXUEL R. OTERO,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. ,"The
..
and "Holy, Holy, Holy Lord," they
ing that is, it it is rendered because
Mllst lunn.sti al
ana state
A. B. FALL,
HON.
December 14, 1910.
Register.
marched down the side aisle and up
of economy
or necessity.
Idleness!
Permanent job guaran
experience.
Notice is hereby given that Pascual the middle one to the
Republican Floor Leader of the Constitutional Convention.
has c j.ne 1o be a itia-sanctuary.
of social eml-- i
teed to the right party.
Address:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Vianueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on Following the choir came the visit-- I
a
Vhether
The Ixis Finos Mecr. Co., Ortiz,
wonvi.i
jnence.
is to be!'
enXot
(06872
Coal.)
August 4, 1905, made homestead
A. C. A. Hall of of
properly i"c;uced or not n toed Department of the
NE ing prelates Bishop
Bishops. Bishop Lawrence began WOMEN OF WEALTH
for NW
try. No.
Bishop Arthur S. Lloyd of the service of the holy communion
'st decided by the fact! U. S. Land Office atInterior,
AND SMART SOCIETY. society is
Santa Fe, N. M.
and SE 4 NW 4 of section 15, Vermont, and
:
elected
the
presi-newly
Virginia
that she
i her breakfast
and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
January 7, 191L
township 13 N., range 9 E., N. M. P. dent of the board of missions; Bishop with the proper collects, after which
her mornings in bed. To say
Xotice is hereby given that Adeiai-d(0145C9 Xot Coal.)
meridian, has filed notice of intention Robert Codman of Maine, Bishop Ed- Bishop Lloyd read the epistle, and Professor J. Laurence Laughlin Di- - spends
work
has
that
become
demeaning,
Martinez, of Santa Fe, X. M., who.
Bishop Hall the gospel. The Nicene
Pecos National Forest.
lates on the Foibles of the
to make final five-yeproof, to es- win S. Lines of the
N.
J.
now
Newark,
ever, is not to say that fashion-.ocreed followed and then Bishop Greer
July 10, 1905, made homestead Department of the Interior,
tablish claim to the land above deUpper Crust.
able women are not busy or over-- ; entry Xo.
Bishop Coadjutor Erward M. delvered the sermon. Ills topic was
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
for W
XW
scribed, before register or receiver TJ. Parker of New Hampshire;
It depends on whether the
Bishop "The Prophet and the Apostle." His
W
SW
occupied.
Section
Town24,
S. land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
January 17, 1911.
most
first
obvious
The
and
phenomCharles D. Williams of Michigan; text was from St.
particular occupation is "the thing." ship 14 X., Range 11 E., X. M. P.
29:
1, 23,
Act, June 11, 1900.
John,
the 8th day of February, 1911.
which
one
enon
'
has
is
appeared again
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Woonsocket Whol. Groc. Co.
Wales & Smith Bakery Co.
The Hollbrook Grocery Co.
Kimball Bros.
Murray Bros. Co.
Geo. H. Hadley & Co.
Currier Todd Co.

Potter & Co.
Silas Peirce & Co., Ltd.
Keene, N. H. The Holbrook Marshall

Woonsocket,

Lawrence,

R. I. Wm. F.

Mass. Caleb B. Marshall
Cressey, Dockham

Xewport Paper
Montpelier

1

Co.

.tchburg,
Xashua, N.

Co.
& Co.

Inc.

& Groc. Co.

Grocery Co.

Salem, Mass.
Newport, R. L
Montpelier, Vt.

A few score of Wholesale Grocers from other sections have honored us with a visit and have written
kind words which we treasure.
This space would not contain them all, so we thought best to speak only of Xew England in this an-

30 H. P.

nouncement.
Generally we follow a testimonial with "Name sent by Postum Co."
In this cast it is not necessary.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE. .AND

S&NTA FE GARAGE

SUPPLIES.
Palace Ave.

MAJOR W. H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Noted Rough Rider, District Attorney of the Eighth District and Prominent
Lawyer of Las Cruces, Who Says That a New York Capitalist Told
Him in June That as Soon as New Mexico is Admitted to the Union
He Is Ready to Open a Bank In Santa Fe With a Capital of Ten Million Dollars to Finance Development of the New State. -

"There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Company, Limited. Battle Creek. Mich.
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Immediately upon the passago of
the enabling act, the New Mexican
began urging upon New Mexico the
passage of a safe and sane constitution, a fundamental law that would
prove as acceptable at Washington
as it would at home. It knew, for m- stance, that the inclusion or separate

Fortunately, the Republican
leaders saw matters in the same light
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Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
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J. B. BEAD, Casniei.

A. Stocks.
Lands, Mines, Bond
Money Loaned for Investors.
We have for sale treneral stocks of
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Tard and
other Business Opportunities throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished.
Taos
New Mexico

DR. C. M. RILEY.
and Surgeon.
Veterinary Physician
Graduate of McKillep's
veterinary
college of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Dentistry a Specialty.
Office: Chars. Closson's Barn.
Day Phone, Black 9.
Night Phone, Main b2.
uui oi town cans promptly an
swered.
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Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150,000
80.000

transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
Loans money on the most favorably terms on all kinds of
!j personal and collateral
security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and
domestic and frign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
j; of money to all parts of the civilized world on as libera) terms
j! as are given by any money
transiting agency public or
? private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
percent, per annum, on six months' r years' time. Liberal
P advances made on consignments
f livestock ami
products.
5 The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the
banking line,
? and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all
respects,
i as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- 5 ing.
Safety deposit boxes for reot The patronage of the
; nublic is respecfoliy solicited
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sirable citizen. A few of them, in
Attorney-at-Latheir disappointment and in their
Mining and Land Law.
rage, voted against the constitution Taos,
n6w Mexico
ct.ita iho nntiltfal
thinking time
lea"ers. At the polls, there was no
C. W.
WARD
disorder and while the few workers
Territorial District Attorney
who were handing out "anti" tickets For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico
soon went home bw.ause tney found Las Vegas,
no takers for their ware, let it be said
to tne crecli
tnose who worked
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
for as well as those who worked
Attorneys-at-LaPractice in the District Courts
against, that not a vote was bought
well as before the Supreme Court of
and not a t intimated or
ihe territory.
Las Cruces. - New Mexico
The Republican party henceforth
must have its face to the future, not
RENEHAN & DAVIES
to the past Today is not twenty
A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davlet
years ago, and measures and meth
at
Law.
Attorneys
ods which fitted conditions
yesterPractices in the Supreme and Dia
day, are not the measures and plat- trict Courts.
Mining and Land Law s
forms for today much less for tomorOffice in Catron Block.
specialty.
row. The people at heart are pro- Santa Fe
New Mexico
gressive and measures that are proE. C. ABBOTT
gressive must not be spurned because
they are in advance of planks advoAttorney-at-Lacated heretofore. The methods
of
Practice Jn the District and Su
yesterday have Droved inadeauate to preme Courts. Prompt and careful
meet the demands of today and the attention given to all business.
party must not only progress with Santa Fe,
New Mexlce
the people but it must lead in pro-itgress. Principles never change but
G. W. PRICHARD
men, methods and measures do.
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
0n Saturday afternoon, at 4 o'clock
thG New Mexican "osttd the tidings and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
hat the constituti)"
won by
a Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
00,0; lt sent the Associated Press
tfle8ram that wafu, aI0nd the world
the news that the constitution had
HARRY D. MOULTON,
on' before the polls were closed' at
p. m. it telegraphed the Associated
Press that it had won by 17,000.
Attorney-at-LaWhen Chairman H. O. Bursum predicted a week ago that the constitution would carry by 12,000 to 15,000,
Santa Fe, N. M.
more than one person asked: "Who
is looney now?" When the New

for the reason that it does not pro-- be further evidence that the New
NOTES ON FROST.
Mexican was right and its detractors
The New Mexican is .indebted to vide for absolute prohibition; and
Fortunately, one hundred oth- de- - wrong.
a
we
believe
that
"Whereas,
Observer Charles K. Linney of the
feat of the present constitution er newspapers in .ew aiexico leu in
Vnited States Weather Bureau in this; would mean a defeat of statehood; one after another and waged a cam- paign of education along these very
city to a copy rf Fanners' Bulletin No. and
lines laid down in the beginning.
embodies
which
on
Notes
as
Frost,
pro-ththe
constitution
10),
"Whereas,
result of careful observations and posed, is a liberal one and fairly
UNITED AND STRONG.
in all parts of the Vnited States teets the rights of persons and prop-bThe Republican party comes out of
the Weather Bureau officials, of erty ;
the fray stronger and more united
"Re it further resolved, that th3 than it has been for many years. It
the best methods of fighting early and
late frosts that are so destructive to understand, members or the Anti- - was a joy to see how the younger
crcps in sections like New .1ex1co. baloou League 01 Koswell, New Mex-Th- e leaders rallied around such veterans
pamphlet of 32 pages is of ico, deem it the patriotic duty of Us as Bursum in Socorro, Luna in Vagreat interest, especially to fruit grow-- j members and of the citizens general-ers- . lencia, Catron in Santa Fe, Spiess in
truck farmers and those raising ly, to vote for the constitution as San Miguel, Parker in Dona Ana.
other products that are affected by proposed, leaving the matter of
Jaffa in Chaves, Fall in Otero, Curry
or late frosts.
Under the hibiiion and other legislative matters in Lincoln, Springer in Colfax, and
head: "When to expect Frost," thejto the future determination of the a host of others in other counties.
Buletin says:
majority of the people of the state. There was no wrangling, no skulking.
-"As the conditions which produce
G E cavin,
president; Lee R. all was harmony and enthusiasm. It
damaging frost are subject to niodifi-- j Cass, secretary; J. A. Cottingham, W. was different among the Democrats,
cations which are as numerous asjx Wilson. L. B. Boeliner. W. C. Reid, Ten thousand of these voted against
the kinds of crops raised, and as Geo. W. Zink, C. E. Mason. Wm H. the constitution, 12,000 voted for it;
varied as local topography, local cli- Pope. C. N. Frager, A. C. Wilson. W.
leadership divided and in a rump
mate, and local soil conditions in the J. Armstrong, J. E. Hamilton, G. M. convention held at Santa Fe, adopt- ed resolutions that history will for- various sections of the Vnited States, Williams, J. H. Mnllis."
the writer in attempting to treat,
As late as the day before election, ever hold as an indictment against
briefly a subject which is so diversi- the editor of this paper urged the the entire party. The New Mexican
believes that the 12,000 Democrats
fied m its aspects is controntea witn leaders of the local temperance
Suffice it to say ganization to make a similar declara-tha- t who voted for the constitution should
difficulties.
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with other atmospheric
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tions favorable for its occurrence as a member, but they would not have the Republicans work for a great and
frost may, as a rule, be expected it and thus lost for the one cause they glorious state. They are welcome for
when temperature, as reported by urged above all others, the vantage they have nothing in common with the
stations of the Weather Bureau, falls ground they had gained the past few 10,000 who followed false leadership.
to a point S degrees to 10 degrees years, and must for the next two or
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Never before has New Mexico had
so clean and so fair an election as it
XL
did on Saturday. Even in Santa Fe
COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
county, which had the most to win,
FRANK P. STURGES.
not a cent was spent to persuade vot- Vlc President
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Secretary-Treasureers to favor the constitution. The few
who had hppn nr'mic?nmpl fn beine
tter at the Santa Fe Postofflce,
-Chas. R. Easley.
to the polls on election Chas. F. Easley,
P;ud for 6
iuitiathe
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of
prohibition,
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Santa Fe.
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EASLEY & EASLEY,
z.OU the many other radical
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING

Entered as Second Class

M.

Large Samplejf

Room for Com-

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

wlair Hotel
HAS A ROOM FOR YOU."
WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL.
It is centrally located on the
FREE SAMPLE ROOM
plaza Steam heated with hot
and cold water and a bath can
be had when wanted.
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
THE ENTERTAIMENT OF
GUESTS.

Prices European Plan, $1.00 Up
J C. DIGNEQ,

Proprietor.

MONTEZUfM HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM.
FINE CUISINE

BLANKS
Printed and foi sale by New Mexl-eaPrinting Company, Santa Fe, N.
Mex.
Butchers' Bond,
sheet
Sheriffs'
Monthly
Report of Lisheet.
censes,
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
Auto de Prision,
pliego.
Declaracion Jurada, 4 pliego.
Certiflcado de Nombramletto,
pliego.
Flanza Oficial,
pliego.
Fianza Oficial y Juramento,
pliego.
Flanza para Guardar la Paz,
pligeo.
2
Formula de Enumeracton,
pliego,
Contrato entre los DIrectores y Preceptors, 2 pllego.
Caminos, 25c
Libros de Recibo de Capltacion, 50
en un libro, 25c.
Noticia de Asesores de Asesamento
100 en un libro. 75c.
2
Contrato de Combustible.
pllego.
Documento Sin Garantia, 2 pliego.
Option, 2 sheet
Notas Ohllgacionea, 25c por St.
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
Libros de Reclbos Supervlsores de
Libros de Elecclon de DIrectores
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paglnas, 20c, 30c

THOS. DORAN

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

2

C0R0NAD0 HOTEL

2

4

ONE OF, THE SEST SHORT ORDER

1--4

2

1-- 2

RESTAURANTS

CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE

4

IN THE CITY

GOOD

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOI.D BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
E very Room
RATES 60c to
G.
LUPE
HERRERA, Prop.
a Good One.
$1,00 per day

1-- 2

1--

1--

1-1--

1--

y

124126
Montezuma Ave.

Capital Hotel

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capitoi

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS
ATTRACTIVE DINING
AMERICAN OR
ROOM Good Service.
EUROPEAN PLAN

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

Wells Fargo &

'mm

40c.

Applicaclon por Ltcencia de Matrl-monl2
pllego.
4
Certiflcado de Muerte,
pllego.
Certiflcado de Naclmento,
pllego.
Registration de Fallecimentos y
Muertes, 25c. .
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
Civil, S4.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a volume; 3 to 12 Inclusive, 33.30 each;
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheet $6.60. Postage 25c
Retail Liquor License. 60 In Book,
1--

1--

1-- 4

$3.00.

Nos. 13 and 14, $2.70 each. Postage
25c each.
Notification of Change In Assessment by Assessor, 100 In Book. $3.76.
General License, 60 in Book, $3.00.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment
100 in Book. 76c
County Superintendent's Warrant,
60 In Book, 85c
Poll Tax Receipt 60 in Book, J5c
Poll Books for City Election, S
pages, 60c
"

Express

General Express Forwarders
TO

.

k Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargi

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mex
and all Foreigr Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

MONDAY,

JANUARY 23, 1911.

THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
BLANKS.

.UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST

&

PERSONAL MENTION.

CO.

faheet.
Notice of Conveya; c",
Certificate of Election, ? pfieet.
Report of the Assessors, full shecL
r heet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
Deed, City of Santa F full sheet
License.
Application for Marriage

Printed and Tor g;:?e ry New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe. N.
Mex.

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking

John Dobles, of Nome, Alaska, is at
the Claire hotel.
W. J. Campbell of Omaha, Neb., is
at the Montezuma.
C. E. Jones, a candy salesman of:
Pueblo, Colo., is in the city.
V. C. Bogy, a elothins; salesman of
Los Angeles, is at the Palace.
D. L. Wifiiams, a rancher of Glori- eta, is at the Coronado hotel.

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGHLIN,

President

W.

H. F.

STEPHENS. Cashier,

Asst. Caseier

E. GRIFFIN,

t

j
'

j

AND
N18HED,
Fni
rur Pent
ncin modern residences and
store
UN-FU-

R

BUILDINGS,

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PRO-FPERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA R

Qnln
OdiC
O

,

C- -

N-r-

-

LARGE

AND

OHES

j

2

2

WATSON
A.

j

Phone. Red Ko. 189

as:

2

2

2

De-fu- ll

no

T V

CALL

MX

be comfortable?

our Furniture Will Make You So

I

Co. I
l'HLouM

j,

4

I
Whilp Ynn
"U LJivp

7

The old mans especially wide and soft toe, vie'
kid blucher, made for comfort and lasting qualities'
Just what you have been looking for. A splendid
value at $4.00.
Peters Diamonds Special
dress shoe for old or young
men. Vici Kid Bal Webster
Isst treated sold. A shoe that
i
will make the boys ask where
Sells for five
you got it.
dollars anywhere but we only
ask you $4.50.

4

2

j

o

,

2

rets

B

2

4

BISHOP.)

San Francisco St.

2

2

2

COMPANY

&

-

2

2

irrigation matters.
Isaac Peterson, representing a Chicago school text book concern, is a
visitor in Santa Fe.
Judge Edward R. Wright, of
is here to attend the supreme court session.
Mrs. C. A. Magnuson and Miss
Louise J. Magnuson, of St. Paul, are
sightseers at the Palace hotel.
Associate Justice Ira A. Abbott, of
Facsimile signature stamps, with sheet
Albuquerque, arrived lust evening for
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
the sessions of the territorial su- wood cut, $1.50.
Contract between Directors and Teasheet
Deed,
Warranty
preme court.
sheet.
chers,
Quit Claim Deed,
sheet
A. C. McElwain, L. R. Leeson and
Oaths of School Director,
sheet
in
on
Declaration
Note
Assumpsit,
W. H. Rhodes, are business men from
Certificate
of apportionment
of
of
Renewal
Chattel
Mortgage,
St. Louis registered at the Monte- School Funds,
sheet
sheet
zuma hotel.
Contract for Fuel,
sheet
sheet
Replevin Writ,
Ireneo L. Chaves arrived from AlTeachers' Monthly Report,
sheet
Afflda
sheet
Replevin
buquerque yesterday to be on hand
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
for the reconvening ot the territorial
sheet.
supreme court.
Warrant, 4 sheet
Mrs. Benito Alarid and daughter,
sheet.
Commitment,
Vehave
Delfina,
returned from Las
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet
gas, where they visited Mrs. Ricardo
Attachment Bond,
sheet
F. Romero, sister of Mrs. Alarid.
Attachment Writ,
sheet
Associate Justice M. C. Mechem
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
came up from Socorro on Saturday
MILWAUKEE
sheet.
after a vigorous campaign for stateExecution, 4 sheet
hood in Sierra county.
she t.
Summons,
Chief Justice W. H. Pope and Mrs.
Certificate of Brand.
sheet
Pope did not arrive until this aftersheet.
Sheep Contract
noon. Chief Justice Pope took a vigoJustice of the Peace Blanks
rous part in the campaign for the consheet
Appeal Bond.
stitution.
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
TI2Vbrld'5
sheet
Judge C. J. Roberts of the territoAppearance Bond,
rial supreme court, who had been camStock Blanks.
paigning in Union, San Miguel and
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing VenYou
Colfax counties, returned from his
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
home in Raton last evening.
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
Judge Frank W. Parker, to whom in 40c per book.
part is due the splendid victory in
Bill of- - Sale Animals not Bearing
Dona Ana county, came up from Las', vendor's Recorded
sheet.
Brand,
cruces yesterday. He had been one! Rin nf Rnl
tvhvat-Pnr,
id
of the campaigning parties in Sierra sheet
and Socorro counties.
Bill of Sale,
sheet
Miss Anna Berkemeyer of Allen-towtjillyou
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Pa., who has been visiting Mrs. Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re
Paul A. F. Walter, 405 East Palace corded Brand, 2 sheet
avenue, left this evening for AlbuAuthority to Gather, Drive and
querque from where she will go to Handle Animals Not Bearing
the Gand Canon and thence to Los
sheet
Brand,
Vv m Contrato de Partldo,
Angeles where she will make her
pliego.
home.
Escritura de Renuncla,
pliego.
PHARMACY.
Documento Garantlzado.
pliego.
"United States Land Inspector BarHipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
ker of Santa Fe has been lookine ov
er the country east and south of the P"eSO.
Documento de Hipoteca,
pliego.
city in the interest of the government
extensa
Garantlzado,
irregularities! Documento
reference to
with
among homesteaders. He went to the forma entera, full sheet
Certificado de Matrimonio, 10c cada
Roy country yesterday where he will
spend several days." Colfax County uno.

AN A I STOCK RANCH
TRACTS,-ALSIN THE PECOS VALLEY

(C.
V

ni

1

2

2

G.

jus iuau ii.ii nauii ui recos, &an
Miguel county is a visitor in Santa
Fe.
iarry G. Wilson, representative of
a Chicago text book concern, is at the
Palace,
W. P. Eilert, salesman for a trunk
and traveling bag concern, is here
from Chicago.
John H. Riley, the well known stock
man of Colorado Springs, is here on

INSURANCE
FURNISHED

thoe,rt:teSS

The celebrated police
cork extension sole, Boxfe j.
,.
v'l
Calf Bal. comfortable and:AVA
lasting. Worth "Vof anylv v
mans monev but we sell!
I
them for $4.50.

4

j

Feet Hurt.

Dr. Reeds cushioned soled shoes for men will cure
all you foot trouble Feels like a kid glove ard ycu will
never notice that you have on a new pair of shoes.
One price everywhere. $5 CO.

4

2

Surety Bonds

If Your

of
Proof. Testimony
Claimant,
full sheev
sheet
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of Certificate of Birth.
sheet
fuli sheet
Applicant.
Certificate of Desth,
sheet
of
Vv'itness.
Deposition
Butchers' Shipping
Notices,
1'
sheet.
sheet.
Final Proof.
sheet.
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
Contest Notice,
sheet
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Yearly Proof, 4 074b. fi i eneot.
Cost Bond,
sheet
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
Letters of Guardianship,
sneet
sheet
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Affidavit oi contest Against Non- Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Resident Entryman, 628,
sheet
Adminibtrator'8 Bond and Oath,
Notice of Intention to make final sheet
sheet.
proof,
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Additional Entry, 4 004,
sheet
Declaration In Assumpsit,
sheet.
ion Homestead Entrv.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
sheet
Assignment of Mortgage,
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ad-sheet.
Iease.
nlicant full sheet
Lease of Personal Property.
sheet.
Relinquishment,
sheet
sheet.
Township Plats,
Chattel Mortgage,
sheet
Township Plats, full sheet
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
Poll Book, for Town Election, H
Power of Attorney
sheet
pages, 40c.
Prices on other stamps, pads, and all
Poll Books, Election of School Dl other office supplies, on
application.
rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
School Blanks.
30c and 40c.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Road Supervisor's Receipt, 60 In
Teachers' Certificate,
sheet.
Book, 25c.
Contract for School Teacher, 12
Stamps, Etc.
sheet
Subpoena,
One line stamp, not over 2
inches
4
J. P. Complaint,
sheet
long, 15c; each adcli.onal line, 10c
Capias Complaint,
sheet
extra.
Search Warrant,
sheet
Local daters, any town and date tor talner,
sheet
ten years, $1 00.
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
Execution Forcible Entry and
Regular line daters, for ten years,
sheet,
35c.
4

tn u

Real Estate

You Cant Be Happy

2

Jameson, a hardware sales-man of St. Ixuis, is at the Palace.
C. A. Adams, who is in the moving
picture business, is here from Pana-L.

PAGE FIVE

M.

i

4

The Fine Display of Brass Bed- - CALL
steads, Rugs, and Parlor Suits.
e aIso ave some 'a'ns' ca,som'ne and otner
things useful to make the House Beautiful,

2

2

4

err

4

4

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

&

FUNERAL

DIRECTORS.

ft.

4

4

4

INSURANCE

REAL STATE

COLLLECT10NS.

4

ttkM

W. N. Townsend & Co.

tr'

.SANTA FE, N. M.

THE PR.1CE MAKER.

2

2

finest

2

Sample contract on request.
Address, JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Insurance Agency.

Room No. 19, Catron Block, Santa Fe, N. M.

General Agents for
Territory of New Mexico.

2

i

!1

NEW YEAR ALMOST ARRIVED

9

and we still have line in the City
of Toys and Fancy Goods
FOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS

will rGver

4

&

UP-TO-DA-

2

life insurance! company.

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

FITTING AND MOST
IN THE CITY.

T

CitOCOlATO

4

Local Agents in every town in New
Mexico to represent THE PENN MU- -

warned tual

T,

PER-FEC-

4

4

EXPERT EMBALMERS

OTHER BRANDS FROM $2.00 TO $3 GO
THAT WILL GIVE YOU PERFECT SATISFACTION : :
OUR LADIES SHOES ARE THE NFW-ESSNAPPIEST, BEST WEARING

4

lrpw fow 5ood
G0Jdy goj be
try tjese

Everything at bottom prices. Everybody
is invited to call and examine them.

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

ADOLF

CO

Always freshed;

9

Owner'-Recorde-

i MULLIGAN & RISING

d

2

ft

2

I

2

H

2

U

year ertfers
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Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embaimers

U

it
it

130
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PICTURE
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FRAmlMG
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TASTEFULLY

AND

PALACE
AVE

SATISFACTORILY

Stockman.
Affidavit,
I. Sparks, chairman of the hoard of sheet
Deed of Trust, fuH sheet
county commissioners and manager
Release' of Deed of Trust,
sheet
of the Santa Fe Telephone Company,
Compiled Laws of N. M.. 1897, 99.50.
has returned from Albuquerque where
he went to consult with Manager Postage 45c
Code of Civil Procedure, full leather,
Graham of the Albuquerque Telephone
exchange. Mr. Sparks will leave later $1.00; paper Jound, 75c. Postage 7c.
Notary Record. S1.25 each.
in the week for Denver where he will
Notary Seals:
spend a few days on telephone busiAluminum Pocket, $2.75, delivered
ness.
Desk, $3.25, delivered nearest ex
Former Governor George Curry arrived last night from Tularosa and is press office.
Mining Blanks.
registered at the Claire. He came
,
here on irrigation matters before the
Additional and Amended Location
Certificate,
sheet.
W. D. Tipton, of the last legislative
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet
assembly, Daniel Harris, John H.
Proof of Ibor, 4 sheet
from
Colorado
the
latter
Riley,
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
Springs, Ralph S. Connell and J. J.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Cravens of Tularosa.
sheet
Property.
Mrs. Lillie McCarley was called to
Title Bond of Mining Property,
Kentucky by the illnes of her mother. sheet
Deputy Insurance Commissioner P.
Placer Mining Location, 4 6heet
M. Lienau who was called to Dakota,
Mining Deed.
sheet
on insurance matters, is expected
sheet.
Mining Lease.
back Wednesday or Thursday.
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with
Power of an Attorney,
Affidavit and Corroborating
Affidavit,
sheet
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
Notice. 4 sheet
ENGRAVE?j$-FR1NTES- J
General Blankc.
Bond for Deed.
sheet
Bond of Infiemnity, 2 sheet
Bond, General Form. 2 sheet
Certificate of Marriage, 75 per doz.
Official Bond,
sheet
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
of Mortgage, full sheet
Application for License, 2 sheet
Retail Liquor license.
sheet
1--2

DONE.

Just

Tba Mlwwiag are soggeatMl to Ibe thirsty mm soMstMaf
eool and tavitisf
GOKSEX ALE, WtU) CHER8Y,
LEMON SODA, tSOH MtCttr,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA.
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

Fresh:

in

SANTA FE BOTTLir.'G
A3

2

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave,
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit the contour of your face,
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
My shop Is neat and lowelsare clean
Aud everything I think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.
FIRST CLASS

BATH

rr

I

:tt

wra

ROOM

2

T. W. ROBERT S

lOOD'YS HACK

1--

N M

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

American Druggists
Syndicat- ePremium remedies are not patent medicines, every premium remedy guar
anteed as represented or your money
back. A, D. S. cough remedy and
cold tablets are unexcelled, get them
now, they cost no more than the
Inferior kind. Sold only by the Ca-

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot pital Pharmacy.
Che north bound train and arrive at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered back and good

THE CAPITAL

teams.

FARE 5Sr

PaB

try

Stripling-Burrow- s

ft

Co.

If you wCat anything on eartn try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

OAY

and

1-- 2

Roqueford

Cheese

Edam Cheese
Pineapple Cheese
Camembert Cheese
McClaren's

Imperial Cheese

Pimento Cheese
Fresh Potato Chips

Kansas Eggs

30c. Doz

Kansas Ranch Eggs

35c. Doz

City Eggs

50c.

1-- 2

WILIIAMJON
HAFFNFRCD.

1-- 2

7A Hour

1

Eggs from Connell's Sanitary
Poultry Farm,

every

guaranteed

P

ill

STYLES IN

egg

STANDARD-COLONIAL-ID-

- 45c. Doz

BOOK-GASE- S

EAL

1-- 2

Three different a::d distinct types of SloViuroicVt "Elasmade in du'l or polish finish quartered
tic" Book-Casoak or real mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We car-- y
the goods in stock, ivth plain, leaded or plate glass doors.

Primrose Butter none better
made

es

35c. pound.

1--

'

H.S. Kaune&Co.

New

Mexican Printing Co.,
Agents, Santa Fe, N. M.

1--

2

Ftartrif ervice

PAY

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

We ase Agents

II

4

1-- 2

IXENVF1?. OOIQ

Doz

Non-Miner-

fdlUll

PHARMACY
Successors to

$5.00

II you want anything on eartn
a New Mexican Want Ad,

Imported Swiss Cheese

2

LINK

to XTalc
Coxufortob'bla.

WORKS.

HENRY KRtCK. PrawrVMr

Itom Utared water.

2

From

Tiling 4cn
Eiy Baa.x

rifcs

4

O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,

Mtwd

;2?aw!itSanta Fe Water

Call

Light Company

Opeiatioc.

Sole
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By Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound

hS

Tiff

9nf

7'I
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8 2(1
8 02
7 45

'in-i- t

.
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in'i-t-

Hotel Arrivals.

.v.i-,-i-

M-

E. G. DEDMAN,

J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. 4 G. to..

Superintendent.

M.

WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

SHIP YOUR Fit EIGHT

!1

From Santa Fe to EI Paso, Bisbee
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Paso & Southwestern

System

The Best Route

-

East or West

,

er

i

Palace.
Mrs. C. A. Magnuson. Louise J.
Magnuson, St. Paul, Minn.; W. P. Ei- lert, Chicago; V. C. Bogy, Los Angeles; John H. Riley, Colorado Springs;
W. P. Quinn, Denver; Mrs. A. Desart,
22nd
;
Marshall, Mo.; J. J. Cravens,
L. G. Philadelphia, Pa.
C. E. Jones, Denver;
John Stackhouse, 1531 No. 13th St.
Jameson, St. Louis; Hairy G. Wilson,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Chicago.
R. Steward Stevens, 1620 Park AveStates bear willing testimony to the
Claire.
nue, Philadelphia, Pa.
wonderful virtue of Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Mrs. C. H. Mayen, New York; H. T.
Horace S. Glazier, 2717 Girard AveVegetable Compound.
Young, Denver; John Dobles, Nome, nue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass.,
Mabel HarMrs. S. P.
Leslie W. Miller, 320 So. Broad St.,
invites all sick women to write Alaska;Pecos; GeorgeGray,
W. D. Philadelphia, Pa.
Curry,
rison,
is
her for advice. Her advice free,
David E. Stevens,
4100 Parkside
confidential, and always lielpf uli Tipton, D. A. Harris, Tularosa.
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Montezuma.
John G. Reinhard, Columbus, Ohio.
IT. F. Young, R. S. Rowe, Denver;
Frank S. Wagenhals, Columbus,
II. E. Benton, Colorado Springs; N.
A. Hardeman, St. Louis; Albert Car- Ohio.
Charles E. Rowley, Columbus, Ohio.
Amen!
ter, El Paso; W. F. Steadman, Las
Sixth. The affairs of the said corH.
W.
Jacob
Weltmer,
city;
Santa Fe, State of New Mexico, Vegas;
shall be managed by a suporation
W.
II.
Langhorne,
Rhodes, St. Louis;
January 22, 1911.
preme executive committee of five
Mr. Editor I was glad to read in Virginia; Albert Clancy, city; W. J.
consisting of the Supreme Mystic
,
the New Mexican of the 21st inst, Campbell, Omaha, Neb.; R. S.
Supreme
Ruler,
Recorder, Supreme
St.
Edward
Mitchell,
that the victorious column in the 4th
Tularosa;
Treasurer and two members to be
precinct was led by the beloved Arch Louis; A. C. McElwain, St. Louis; Lelected from and
by the Supreme Rul
bishop Pitaval, closely followed by the W. J. Hicks, city; L. R. Leeson, St.
and the names and residences of
ing
H.
W.
venerable Vicar General Antonio Louis; John
Sullivan, Hagan;
those chosen for the first term are
Fourchegu, and Rev. Father Deraches H. Brooks, Buckman; I. L. Chavez, Supreme Mystic Ruler David E. Stevbut I regret to say that when you re- Albuquerque.
ens No. 4100 Elm Avenue, Supreme
mark that the fourth in line was
Coronado.
Recorder Charles E. Rowley, Columwere
in
Mineral Hill: Sharpe bus, Ohio, Supreme Treasurer
Judge Morrison, you
V. Sheuer,
error,
John
however proud I would have been to Kaiser, John I. Graham, Madrid; D. G.
Ohio, Henry
cast my vote in such distinguished L. Williams, Glorieta; C. A. Adams, C. Reinhard,S42Columbus,
No. 20th St., Milton
Stewart,
company. That honor belongs to Si- Panama.
Birch, 3608 No. 22nd, Phila. Pa.
mon Nusbaum; therefore honor to
IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have
Capital
whom honor is due. Sincerely
conW. E. Neil, Dallas, Tex.; Y. C. Sol hereunto set our hands and seals this
gratulating everybody and thanking abor ayfield, Creede, Colo.; Mr. and third day of April, in the year of our
the New Mexican for its splendid work Mrs. Frank Wood, Aziec; Miss Wood Lord, one thousand
eight hundred and
during the strenuous campaign, for and Master Wood, Aztec; A. G. Bix ninety-five- .
our
new and glittering
placing
Las Vegas. c w L'inde Albu
starji
Henry C. Stewart (Seal), John
m me iuiiuu American conienaiion,
W. O Stackhouse (Seal), Horace S. Glazier
Jack
Moore,
Lamy;
querque;
and hoping I will live to cast another
Al (Seal), Milton Birch (Seal), R. Stewvote for President ot the United Lucas. Albuquerque; Eade White,
ard Stevens (Seal), Leslie W. Miller
Miss Ethel Hyde, Trinidad.
amosa;
I
remain truly your friend,
States,
(Seal), David E. Stevens (Seal),
A. L. MORRISON.
Frank S. Wagenhals (Seal), John G.
A Word for the Packers.
II FRIEND
Reinhard (Seal), Charles E Rowley
TIE
Las Vegas, N. M.
(Seal).
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Jan. 23, 1911.
to
It
Those
Who
Need
Given
Editor New Mexican,
City and County of Philadelphia., ss.
San Francisco, Cal. To anyone
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Before me, the subscriber, a notary
or needs a good public for the
who is
Dear Sir: I was much interested
commonwealth of
blood purifier, I want to recommend
Pennsylvania residing at Philadelto read an article in your paper of
Vinol the great cod liver and iron phia
personally appeared Henry C.
January 4th referring to the Morgan-izin- tonic.
I was
feeling badly Stewart, Milton Birch and David E.
of Chicago industries. This is
and only weighed about 140 pounds. Stevens, three of the subscribers to
very consoling to us people in the I
took a course of Vinol it purified the above certificate of incorporation
West, who are contributing to the
me a fine appetite, and of The Supreme Ruling of the Fraterwealth of the land in pioneering and my blood, gave
built me right up. Now I am well and nal Mystic Circle and in due form of
I
developing.
presume Mr. Morgan, strong, weigh 175 pounds, and, in fact law acknowledged the same to be
having corralled the insurance and never felt better in
my life." John S. their act and deed.
trust companies of New York city
Witness my hand and official seal
3264 17th St., San Francisco,
and having progressed very well Charles,
Cal. (We guarantee this testimonial of the 3rd day of April, 1895.
toward dominating the industrialism
FRED J. SCHAEFER, (Seal).
to be genuine.)
of Chicago, will not be satisfied until
Vinol is a delicious combination of
Notary Public.
he has secured the Central Bank in
health-givinDECREE.
the
of
the
properties
New York. I think this Central Bank
In the Court of Common Pleas No.
with all grease eliminated
idea is a good thing, but it belongs to cod's liver,
and tonic iron added, blended in a 3 for the County of Philadelphia of
Chicago. The West has the wheat, mild medicinal
March Term 1895, No.
tonic.
the meat, and also the money, and no
And now April 27th, 1895, the fore
blood
is
If
or
your
poor
sluggish,
one knows it better than Mr. Mor
going certificate of incorporation of
your
poor,
digestion
your
appetite
The Supreme Ruling of the Fraternal
gan, and to my way of thinking, none
has contributed greater to the devel weak as your vitality not up to the Mystic Circle having been on file in
if you are suffering from
the office of the Prothonotary of said
oping of the products of the West standard,
than the packers of Chicago, and it chronfc; coughs, colds or bronchial court since the fifth day of April,
a
Vinol
of
with
bottle
seems a shame and an outrage that troubles, try
1830, the day on which the publicathe
that your money tion of notice
of the intended applithey are continually prosecuted, and will understanding
be returned if it does not help cation was first
made as appears from
harassed as they are, working on a
If
not
could
all
do
it
these
what
you.
the entry thereon and due proof of
margin of profit of 2
per cent as
people claim it did for them, if it was said application having been therewith
against the steel company's 20 per not
honest. Capital Pharmacy.
cent.
presented to me I do herebv certifv
that I have perused and examined said
Yet the steel company can have
Certificate of Comparison.
instrument and find the same to be in
their monthly luncheons in New York Territory of New Mexico.
proper torm and within the nurooses
under the auspices of the Institute of
Office of the Secretary.
named in the first class of corpora
Steel & Iron, presided over by Judge
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the tions specmed in Section Second of
Gary, and agree to maintaining their Territory of New Mexico, do hereby the Act
of April 29th, 1874. and lt
prices by a curtailment of product certify that there was filed for record supplements and that the said
purThis comes pretty close home to in this office at two o'clock p. in., on poses are lawful and not iniuriom. tn
us who have to pay tribute in in the ninth day of January, A. D., 1911; the community.
On motion of Guscreased freight rates on the industrial Certified Copy of Articles of Incor- tavo R. Schaefer, Esq.. solicitor tnr
of
The
Supreme Ruling of the the said corporation it is ordered and
products of the East, and also in ship- poration
ments of raw material of the West. Fraternal Mystic Circle Number 6647, decreed that the said charter be and
yuotmg from your article, "The a Foreign Corporation from Pennsyl me same is hereby approved and nn.
immunity of the eastern corporations vania, and also, that I have compared on the recording of the said charter
from prosecution, as well as the prof- the following copy of the same, with and this decree in the office of the reits of the big trusts, suggests how the original thereof now on file, and corder of deeds in and for the said
it to be a correct transcript county of Philadelphia which is now
great must have been the pressure declare
therefrom and of the whole thereof. ordered, the subscribers
upon the packers to join the Wall
Given under my hand, and the associates and sucessorsthereto, their
street continugent." Let us hope for
shall be
Seal of the Territory of New thenceforth a
Great
for the pur- the sake of the West that the packcorporation
the city of Santa Fe, the puses ana tne name and terms therein
ers stay away from Wall Street. If Mexico, at
on this ninth day of Janu- stated.
the packers are willing to jog along Capital,
ary, A. D., 1911.
HENRY REED, (Seal),
on 2
per cent profit on their turn- (Seal)
NATHAN JAFFA,
Judge.
over, let us hope there will be no
Secretary of New Mexico. Recorded April 29, 1895, 9:50 a. m
Morganizing of the packers.
By EDWIN F. COARD,
747 Mch. 1895, C. P. No. 3.
Yours truly,
Assistant Secretary.
Filed Apl. 4, 1895. C. B. R.
F. B. MALCOLM.
Charter of The Supreme Ruling of
G. R. SCHAEFER.
The Fraternal Mystic Circle.
State of Pennsylvania,
of Common Pleas No. City and County of
20 YEARS AGO TODAY 3 InforthetheCourt
Philadelphia ss.
County of Philadelphia ot
I, William S. Vare, Recorder
of
March Term 1895 No. 747.
Deeds, etc., in and for said City and
From the New Mexican of this data
To the Honorable the Judges of Said County, do
1890.
hereby certify that the
Court:
above and foregoing is a true and corFrank C. Chaves, a well known citiIn compliance with the require- rect copy of Charter found
zen of Rio Arriba county, is in the
of Record
ments of an act of the General As- - in my office in Charter
Book No. 20,

Consider This Advice.

No woman should submit to a surgical operation, which may mean death,
s
until she has given Lydia" E.
Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
This famous medicine, made only
from roots and herbs, has for thirty
years proved to be the most valuable
tonic and invigorator of the female
organism. Women residing in aimost
every city and town in the United

Tula-rosa-

THE FORUM

Con-nell-

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El

Paso Texas.

WHEN GOING

EAST OR WEST
use the

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo
TICKETS

r-

AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

AT

NEW MEXICAN DLDG.

TOR;

UNION DEPOT

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mall and passenger between Vaughn, N. M., and
RoBell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock
Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
to Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a, m, arrive
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.

the rate of

per hundred lbs.
Special automobile furnished to accommodate any number of passenger
to make special connection
with anj
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. ML, at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate foi
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate
four oi
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer
passengers to either point
$5.(H

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
Herewith are some tiargalna offered
TIME TABLE ALL
by the New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
LOCAL TRAINS
Territory of New Mexico. 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper hound, 75. Missouri
The foUowing are
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code or me local railroads: the time tables
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws ol
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
A.T.48. F. Ry.
English and Spanish pamphlets, 26c; Leave
full leather $3. Sheriffs Flexible
8.10 a. m. connect with No. S west- Cover Pocket Docket, single, $L25 oound. No. 10 eastbound.
two or more books, $1 each. Nw
arrive at Santa Fe 12:10
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not. p. Returning
m.
8 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each.
.uu
Compim. connect with No. 1 west
lation Corporation Laws, 76c Compi- ciouna. p.
lation Mining Litfs, 60c Money's
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
Digest of New Mexico Re porta, fuU p. m.
keep. $6.50; full list school blanks.
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
TO AND FROM ROSWWJ.L.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10
Connection made with Automobile
p. m
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Res-weD- - & R.
G. Ry.
at 8:80 a. m. and arrives at RosLeave 10:16 a. m. for north.
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
New Mexico Central Ry.
Care between Santa Fe and Torrance
Leave 7:30 a. m.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and 34 east and S3 southconnects with No.
and west.
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto-Arrive 8 p, m. with connection from
mobile
by wire. J. W. Stockard.
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west
?

--
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j

MICEJF

run-dow- n

PIO fRANDB

g

run-dow-

g

(Seal)
Commonwealth

2

MET. mm. mmm

For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
having Bright's Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and be well.
THE CAPITAL

(SEAL)
By EDWIN F. COARD,

of Pennsylvania.

Insurance Department
Harrisburg, Nov. 29th,

Assistant Secretary.
Statement of the Supreme Ruling of
the Fraternal Mystic Circle.
This association duly incorporated
under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, and desiring to transact
business in the Territory of New
Mexico, makes the following
statement:
The name of the organization is:
The Supreme Ruling of the Fraternal

1910.

I, SAMUEL W. McCULLOCH,

In-

surance Commissioner of the State of
Pennsylvania, do hereby certify, that
the Supreme Ruling of the
FRATERNAL

MYSTIC CIRCLE,

Philadelphia, in the State of Pennsylvania, is registered in this office as
provided by the Act of sixth April,
1S93, entitled "An Act defining fraternal beneficial and relief societies
and their status, etc." and has made Mysitc Circle.
th-The location of its registered office
j reports required by said Act and
is duly authorized to transact bus! in New Mexico is: Santa Fe, and the
ness in this State as such Fraternal name of the agent in charge of such
office upon whom process against the
Beneficial Society.
AND I DO FURTHER CERTIFY corporation may be served is. Jacobo
That like associations organized un- Chaves, Supt. of Insurance.
The amount of authorized capital
der the laws of other States are entitled to transact business in Penn- stock is none.
The character of business to be
sylvania upon complying with the
transacted in New Mexico Is: That
laws of said State.
of a Fraternal Beneficiary Associa- IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
herennto set my hand and affixed my benefits to "s uetL" auu
its members.
official seal, the day and year first.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said
above written.
The Supreme Ruling of the Fraternal
Insurance Commissioner no
.""T , .ame 10
uacuuiu tuuscriueu ana its cor(Seal of Insurance.)
porate seal to be hereto affixed, and
(Department of Pennsylvania.)
these presents to be executed by its
ENDORSED:
President and Secretary, this 26th
Foreign,
day of November, A. D., 1910.
No. 6647.
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 87, Certified (Corporate Seal)
Copy of Articles of Incorporation of TH1, SUPREME
RULING OF THE
Th Sunromn WnUnc f ,
FRATERNAL MYSTIC CIRCLE.
Mystic circle.
By
Filed in office of Secretary of New
F. H. DUCKWITZ,
of

'

t

it't

t.t

Mexico, Jan. 9, 1911; 2 p. m.
NATHAN JAFFA,

Secretary.

Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
Certificate of Comparison.
Teritory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at two o'clock, p. m., on
the ninth day of January, A. D 1911;

Certificate designating agent and

prin-

cipal place of business of the Supreme
Ruling of the Fraternal Mystic Circle, Number 6648, a foreign corporation from Pennsylvania, and also, thai
I have compared the following copy
of the same, with the original thereof
now on file, and declare it to be a

J. D. MYERS,
President
Secretary.
ENDORSED:
Foreign,
No. 6648,
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 87,
Certificate Designating Agent and
Principal Place of Business of the
The Supreme Ruling of the Fraternal
Mystic Circle.
Filed in office of Secretary of New
Mexico, Jan. 9, 1911; 2 p. m.
NATHAN JAFFA,

Secretary.

Compared C. F. K. to J. O.

PILLS
CHICHESTER SItRANII.
Ladinil Ali jour Druukt for
IMamondlirandAl
rllta in R.d and Gold mewlliAVV

correct transcript therefrom and of
the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,

tares, sealed with Blue Ribbon.

K..w r
AskforC 1H.
;ruesi.(.
1UAUOND 1RANI Fil.l.s, f; 85
years known as Best. Safest. Always Reliahla
S

SOLD BV

DfllGGISTS FVERYWHFRE

1

Rubber Stamps

2

PHARMACY.

in

AT

Pink-hum'-

ASK FOR TICKfiTS

COOLIDGE

-

t,-

i

,

.,..!

Kailroans. Mr Fall on t hp mi ,. ciorv!
Mr. Gable of the penitemury and Mr.
Montoya announced that the Demo
cratic members would nu et in caucus
immediately upon the adjournment of
the house.

HIDDLN WATER
By

contract.

depression,
that

JANUARY 23, 1911.

of the Commonwealth
of
Pennsylvania, entitled an Act to provide for the incorporation and regulation of certain corporations
approved the twenty-nintday of April,
A. D., 1874, and its supplements the
undersigned six of whom are citizens
DANE
of Pennsylvania having associated
themselves together for the purposes
"As good a cow country as God ever made- - and now even
herein set forth and deslrlne-- to he
the jack rabbits have left it."
incorporated according to law do
by certify
First. The name of the proposed
corporation is The Supreme Ruling
of the Fraternal Mystic Circle.
Second. The object oi the said cor'"PHIS is what sheep herding did to the
A countryaroundHiddenWaterinArizona
poration is to unite fraternally white
persons of proper age and good social
and it caused a war between cattle and sheep
and moral character In a fraternal
men that Mr. Coolidge describes in a man-tibeneficial and relief society
with
that has'nt been equaled since Owen
ritualistic or secret work for benefl-- i Wister wrote " The Virginian." There are
cial and protective purposes collectplenty of thrills in this book, just enough
romance an 1 lots of action, but what you'll
ing dues and assessments from its
members to provide for the payment like best is the way the author describes it
all and tho combination is irresistible.
to its members or their families,
widows, heirs, blood relatives or other
A. C. McCLURG & CO., Publishers
dependents benefits in case of sick-ness, disability or death of its mem
$1.35 NET
bers in compliance with its constitution, laws and regulations.
Third. The principal place where
the business of said corporation is to
f- - - -- WWbo transacted within the Common L- nn
,.,
Vv
wealth of Pennsylvania, and where!
its principal office is to be located is
NOV ON SALE
YOUR BOOKSTORE
in the city of Philadelphia.
Fourth. The said corporation is
to exist perpetually.
531, etc.
fit the City of Santa Fe, the capital,
Fifth. The names and residences of Page
Witness my hand and seal of office on this ninth day of
the subscribers are as follows:
January, A D .
this 31st day of Oct., A. T., 1910.
1911.
Henry C. Stewart, 842 No. 20th St.
W. K. PLESDEN,
(Signed)
NATHAN JAFFA,
Philadelphia Pa.
Deputy Recorder of Deeds.
Secretary of New Mexico.
Milton Birch 3608 No.
St.
h

Ottumwa, Iowa. "For years I wa3
Antonio Lucero is acting as interalmost a constant sufferer from female
trouble in all its preter in the council during the absence of Pinto Pino, and lie does his
dreadful forms;
shooting pains all work well.
over my body, sick
of the
headache,
spinal Previous to the adjournment
weakness, dizziness, house yesterday Mr. Montoya aiiuoun- -

ana
wa3
everything
horrid. I tried many
Id
a in
6 35
5 If
"
doctors in different
6 27
5
s
Harlan
6 17
parts of the United
4a
94
Ar
N. M. I.v'
Cte I
6
States, but Lydia E.
p in
p m
I'nikham's Vegetable Compound has
ft
lllHin-A s. vyr. !ty. train both North
U i';)ir.lit
and Soutb.!
done
more
me
for
than all the doctors.
f
WttijCt; for Van
o,it ri V, (.
trains at Preston M.I.M.
1 feel it
my duty to tell you these
'i
i. v J..
St;lo
N.
f nil of trmt itnrlu n
Mv lionrt
.IlilJJWlj.V!!,
t., at 9:00 il. m. Ilailv mivnt f:l.-- t
i
iiad.iys, Kir.' - u ' o 11'
rouim t rip ntty
hnsrmrA
.Mrs. Haukii.t E.
you lor my cure.
.. f
i1. .t S triu l.i i. "'
s'. - f r tins touch at
p. m. arrives fromltbe
524 S. Hansom Street,
AMl'LKK,
Soi'tli at 4;38a. m,
Ottumwa, Iowa.
4 In
4 4 '!
5 iO

MONDAY,

sembly

George Curry,
clerk from
Lincoln county, and who is considered a good citizen and prominent man
in his section, is at the Palace from
his home in Lincoln county.
!
Every once in a while this fine Italian climate gets into a fine Norwegian climate.
Mr.
unan jarta, of the
r
of the
company, got
in from Roswell last night.
He reports the artesian well business on
a regular boom in his section, Mr. J.
.1.
Hagerman of Colorado Springs
being the latest to let a well boring

WOMAN

M.

I

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THINO
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BU8INES8, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL 8AVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BU8Y PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THE8E DAYS

PRICE-LIS- T
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches one.
Each additional line on tame stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Inches Ions
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
Each additional llns on stamp, 15
One-lin- e
and not over 5 Inches long
Stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-I'n- e
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, asr Inch
Each additional line, same srlce.
on 8tamp count at two lines.)
lines
(Curved
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.

IB

One-lin- e

.

2

......
tSe.

2

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
f
Inch Inch
Where type used Is over
Inch or fraction.
llns for each one-haone-hal-

In

slz,

tSs.

for one

ws chars

lf

DATE8, ETC.
Local Darter any town and date for
Ledger Dater month, day and year In
Regular line Dater
v
,
Detlnance Model Band Dstsr
Signature, Rubbsr Stamp and Wood Cut
Psarl Check Protector
8TAMP PADS.
34x4
10 cents; 2x3
15 cents; 2
25 cents;
1
15 cents; 3 14x8
76 eents.
50 cents; 4
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS
ADDHESS

...............

St
35

I.N

Fao-Sml- le

SELF-INKIN-

2,

NEtt MEXICAN PRINTING
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

t
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National

HON. H. 0. BURSUM,
Chairman of the Republican Tentorial Central Committee.

HON.

Who Signed

WILLI
Act

Committeeman

HON. SOLOMON LUNA,
and Treasurer of Republican Central Committee.

H. TAFT,
and Approves the Constitution.

AM

the Enabling

"rr.U''i

A

-

1

-

A

'

1

tf.

X

'X,

r

,

k':

Y
5.

"
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:

r
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HON. THOMAS B. CATRON,

to Congress, and Who Made a Remarkable Campaign for the
Constitution in Santa Fe County.

HON. W. H. ANDREWS,
Who Put the Enabling Act Through Congress and Will Secure the Approval
of Congress for the Constitution.

I
HON. CHARLES A. SPIESS,

President of the Constitutional

Convention.

,

6

',

is.

ft,-

-

1J

A '

s
ffr

i,

,

II

v

k

......
HON: NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of the Territory, Who Has Been Handling the Details of Statehood and Constitutional

Convention Procedure.

HON. WILLIAM J. MILLS,
Governor of New Mexico, Who Was to the Fore in the Statehood

HON. JOSE D. SENA,
Campaign.

1

Secretary of the Territorial Central Committee.

I
3i
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tec gave 282 for, and 172 against the turning "with full numbers," lent adconstitution. Rosa 11 for and 51 ditional zest to the general
MINOR CIH TOPICS
stitution. Santa Rosa 11 for and 51
against; Largo 11 for and C2 against;
Flora Vista 18 for and CS against; ELECTION RETURNS
Blanco 74 for and 50 against; Cedar-hil-l
MOST GRATIFYING.
THE WEATHER.
22 for and 29
against.
X
Denver, Colo., Jan. 2:!. The
Sierra County.
(Continued Irom rage One.)
V forecast is cloudy with rain or X
The constitution carried by a
snow tonight or Tuesday.
small majority.
Hillsboro Co against cates and their names announced in
and 50 for; Lake Valley 22 against a day or two. Reports from RooseYou Will Find a special ordt-- de- and 13 for.
velt county show that of the ten who
partment in fuil blast at COEBELS.
Faulkner cast 1G against and one took the examination seven
The Color Sergeant's Hcrse is a for.
five for third and two for a
Vitoi;raili and is good. It's at thei
second grade certificate.
Socorro County.
Elks' tonight.
Good for Chaves County.
The majority for the constitution
Cliff Dwelling
Pictures. Magnifi- is 870 with :ght precincts to hear
Word has been received from Chacent pictures of the Puye, the Palo de from. Magdalena
ves county that the sum of $13,000 has
gave 1U0 majority.
los Frijoles and the Puye Room in Socorro gave 2.10
been turned over for school purposes,
majority and Escon-didthe Palace of the Governors, from the
16 majority.
averaging $2.50 per pupil. Of this sum
camera of the official photographer
San Marcial gave a majority of 16 $6,000 comes from fees received by
tne county treasurer and collector in
ot the New Mexico Museum, Jesse for the constitution.
' excess of his
cover two pages of the
Nussbaum,
In Precinct 13, the vote was 91
salary of $4,500 allowed
by law.
Sunday Magazine of the Denver Re- and 90 against
The article, accompanying
Supreme Court.
publican.
Union County.
The supreme court of New Mexico
and printed on another page of the
T'nion county's majority is 450.
Republican is from the pen of the edi- Clayton gave 392 for and 14 against; reconvened this morning Judges
tor of the New Mexican, as is also an Folsom gave 110 for and 00 against.
Abbott, Mechem, Wright and
Roberts being present. The court disarticle giving a synopsis of New Mex- Des Moines gave 40 majority.
ico's mining activity 'in the annual reposed of the following:
Valencia County.
Case No. 1327. United States of
view number of the Mining World,
Valencia county is to the fore with
At Belen where America, appellee vs. George Snell,
published at Chicago and received in its usual majority.
Santa Fe today. It's all mighty fine the opposition centered, the vote was appellant, on appeal from the fourth
246 for and 57 against. Poralta gave judicial district court. Continued by
advertising.
Last Week of Sale This is the last 70 for and 11 against; Los Lnnas 107 stipulation.
week of the special sale at Seligman for and none against; Valencia 80 for
Case No. 1335. M. E. .Voodling,
Brothers store and those who wish to and 3 against; Tome 05 for and 5 plaintiff in error vs Secundino Rom
take advantage of it had better call against; Valencia 80 for and 3 against. ero et al defendants in error, error to
two district court, San
at the store early.
Laguna gave 21 for and
Miguel county; reSee Biograph's little people work against. Cubero cast 4:; for and none set for hearing
30.
January
tonight at the Elks in the Child against, La Vega IS for, none
AtZ this afternoon's session:
are
none
32
Grants
for.
great.
Stratagem. They
against;
against
Case No. 1341. J. H. Kingston and
Estimated. W. D. Mahoney,
Always Willing to Help Good Cause Majorities
By Counties
appellee, vs. J. W.
Michael Stanton, manager of the Bernalillo
1345
Walters, appellant, appeal from disElks' theater is always to front in Chaves
1600
trict court, Chaves county, is being
350
helping along any good cause, and Curry
heard.
re- Colfax
such public spiritedness should
1600
Case No. 1370, First National Bank
ceive the support of all people of Dona Ana
1033 of
Artesia, vs. Home Insurance ComSanta Fe. He has kindly donated the Eddy
1100
pany, from Eddy county, was on stipuse of the opera house for January Grant
600
ulation submitted on briefs.
31 to the ladies of Guadalupe church Guadalupe
450
Case No. 1341. J. H. Kingston and
who will give a picture show for the Lincoln
25 W. D.
Mahoney, appellees, vs. J. W.
benefit of that church on that date. McKinley
684
Walters, appellant, from
Chaves
Sunshine in Poverty Row is a Mora
550
county was argued and submitted.
Christmas picture and will be enjoyed Otero
100
Taos County.
by the children. It's at the Elks' to Quay
450
Twelve precincts give the constitu
Rio Arriba
200 tion 173
night.
majority.
It it's anything in cut glass, silver- Roosevelt
SO
Case No. 1342. Ex parte. George
Sandoval
or
ware,
electroliers
anyJewelry,
750 E.
vs. Board
Priest, et al.,
1900 of Trustees of appellants,
thing of quality in the Jewelry line, San Miguel
the Town of Las VeMr. Spitz invites you to call on him Santa Fe
2329
gas, appellees, appeal from District
and reminds you in his new ad today Sierra
10 Court. San
Miguel county, reset for a
that he guarantees everything. Read Socorro
900
28. The court then
hearing
January
Taos
the ad.
250
until tomorrow forenoon.
adjourned
350
Change of Pictures at the Elks' Torrance
goo
tonight. Sunshine in Poverty Row; Union
HE HAS CARRIED A
The Color Sergeant's Horse, and The Valencia
xi00
"MESSAGE TO GARCIA."
Total
Child Stratagem. All subjects good
is,35G
ones.
The only county against the con
G. G. Garcia, Grand Son o Great CuHeld for the Grand Jury Gregorio stitution, as far as reported is San
ban Patriot Made Famous by
and Leandro Alarid and their broth- Juan with about 300 majority against
Hubbard, Was in City.
er Juan Antonio Valdez of Espanola the constitution. This leaves the
Everyone has heard of Garcia and
were today held for the grand jury majority about 18,000 out of 40,000
in $2,000 bond by Justice of the Peace votes cast, only about 11,000 votes be the message carried to him by LieuJose Maria Garcia on the charge of ing cast altogether against the funda- tenant Rowen before the
war. Garcia now is dead.
assault with intent to kill. District mental law.
but his grandson lives and was in
Attorney E. C. Abbott prosecuted the
Santa Fe Saturday.
case against them. The charge grew "CLEAN CONTEST"
"I regret to say that my good
out. of a drunken brawl at a dane.
SAYS ANDREWS
grandfather is dead," said he, "but it
A. T. Koch, better known as "Gus"
is pleasant to find wherever I travel
(Continued from Page one.)
in this country,
Koch, received the sad news last
that his memory
I met Elbert Hubbard recent
night of the death of his mother in gress could sell us to Old Mexico to lives.
St. Louis. Mr. Koch left at once tor morrow if it should desire.
When ly in Denver, and he presented me a
St. Louis but will return to Santa Fe. we are in the Union this privilege copy of his famous pamphlet. "A Mes
Mr. Koch's uncle is Representative will be taken away; we shall pass sage to Garcia," millions of conies of
from the status of denizens to citi which were printed at the
Bartholdt of St. Louis.
request of
zens."
which
great corporations,
wished
CONSTITUTION IS APPROVED BY
Big Bank for Santa Fe.
their employes also to 'carry a mes18,000 MAJORITY UPWARD.
Major Llewellyn declared that San- sage.' "
;ta Fe as well as the whole territory
"You know the story," he contin
will prove a lodestone to draw the
(Continued From Page One.)
ued. President McKinley wished to
gold of the eastern magnates and said
306 for and 80 against.
"While in New York recently I talked send a communication to my father
with a gentleman of great wealth who who was in the mountains, far from
Rio Arriba County.
postoffice or telegraph station.
Tierra Amarilla gave 165 for and 13 assured me that as soon as New Mex any
He had an urgent message to General
against the constitution. Chama 115 ico is admitted to the Union he is Garcia and he
pitched on Lieutenant
for and 7 against Lumberton gave prepared to come out to the capital
Rowan to take it to him. When the
a
and
bank
city
open
at
53 against and 24 for;
24
capitalized
Monero
lieutenant received the message he
against and 17 for; Parkview one ten million dollars and furnish capi asked no
at
low
a
tal
of
rate
questions, such as 'where
interest to those
The constitution
majority against.
carried in Embudo, Velarde, Espan- who wish to develop the resources is this general to be found,' 'what is
the best way to reach him,' and so
in any part of the new state."
ola and Chimayo.
The mayor said that from talks he forth. He dashed off and made his
Roosevelt County.
This county gives a small majority has had with prominent Democrats inquries after he got to Cuba. He
and Republicans the disposition now lost, no time in finding my grandfor the constitution.
Later figures give Portales 144 for is to bury all past differences and to father, and delivering Mr.( McKinley's
:Work in harmony for the material message. But it was left to the bril
and 151 against.
liant pen of Elbert Hubbard to call
prosperity of the new state.
Torrance County.
Col. Hopewell Pleased.
the attention of the world to the
Torrance county did splendidly. ExCol. W. S. Hopewell, former chair- splendid character of Rowan, whose
cept for the slump at Estancia, a
town which had peculiar reasons to man of the Democratic central com- motto was action."
advocate prosperity and progress, the mittee, who was seen in the lobby of
county makes a good showing in the the Alvarado, expressed his pleasure BUFFALO BILL PRAISES
.
statehood column. The following are at the result of the election SaturTHE MISSION.
said:
He
day.
some of the precincts that have re--:
"The election Saturday will help all El Ortiz Hotel Would Make a Crackported. Estancia 50 for, 199 against;
Willard 110 for and 39 against; Mori-art- y of the counties of New Mexico. It
er Jack Ranch House, Big Enough
45 for and 27 against; Manzano will prove more than a mere adverfor All He Said.
as
some
64 for and 59 against; Torreon 78 for tisement
have charactrized
Co. W. F. Cofry, Tetter known the
and 23 against; Manzano 92 for and statehood. The building of the Santa
as Buffalo Bill, and the
20 against: Mcintosh 29 for and 3S Fe railroad was a great achievement world over,
of whose finger meant death
point
a
and
76
New
of
for
none
and
splendid
developer
against; Tajique
Mexico but as a railroad man I tell to Indians, when he had to fight
against.
Willard gave 149 for and 39 against you that statehood will be even a them, was at Lamy a few days ago on
the constitution. Duran and Encino greater developer of New Mexico. his way to Tucson, to look after some
For under a territorial form of gov- mining property. It was the same old
gave majorities.
ernment a vast amount of capital has Buffalo Bill, familiar to the small boy,
Sandoval County.
This' county gave 800 majority. Cor--! been kept away from us. As a state who has admired his figure tall and
rales gave 139 votes for and none we will be able to get capital from broad, and who delighted to see those
the United States as well as from for- long locks now fast turning gray.
against.
Bill was greatly Impressed with the
San Miguel County.
eign lands and when we get capital
San Miguel county will come to we will get people to use it.
Spanish style of the El Ortiz Hotel,
the front with 2,000 majority. Com-- i "The most prosperous era is just and after he had viewed the placita
plete returns from thirty out of 55 begun, for the constitution under and seen the various rooms, and
trlva o which this development
will take toasted his shins In front of the im.rnrpcincts , R;in Mioniol nniintv
VU. Bl,J
iimjunLj' ui i.ouo iur me constitution. place is favorable to both capital and mense fireplace on which blazed a
Returns from other precincts will in- labor. What more auspicious entrance log that reminded him cf the frontier
crease this majority to 2,000 or more. into the Union could be desired?'
days, the great scout and hunter said
Of 30 precincts heard from, 23 went'
with a Bigh of pleasure: "Gee, hut
W. H. Hahn Sees Prosperity.
for the constitution and 7 against.
W. H. Hahn, capitalist and coal op- this would make a cracker jack ranch
The majority for East and West Las erator whose fields are at Madrid and house, now wouldn't it, hoys?"
Vegas is 712, there being 980 for and who resides In Albuquerque where he
268 against. A larger vote was cast is well known, said of the election: VETERAN VOTED FOR
STATEHOOD SATURDAY.
against the constitution in this coun-- j "The victory Saturday was a splenty than anticipated, unexpected oppo- did one and it means the opening up
Juan Antonio Chaves, despite his
sition cropping out in outlying pre-- , of the territory to capitalists and 106 years, was able to be about at
cincts.
j
prosperity to all. New Mexico has Golden Saturday, the memorable day
San Juan County.
necessarily been kept back, been han- of freedom for New Mexico and voted
San Juan county gave almost 300 dicapped under a territorial form of for the constitution. Mr. Chaves's
majority against the constitution. Az- - government A glance at the terri- grandson, Nicolas Montoya is well
known in Santa Fe.
tory shows that."
M. Hahn stated that Madrid where
Mr. Chaves was born in 1805, and
NEW MEXICO CORPORATION
he has financial interests, went solid- has lived through a century of wonAND
RULES
TORMS.
LAWS,
ly, 161 strong, for the constitution, ders. He saw this territory under
and said he was glad to hear the re- three governments and it was with
Published September, 1910. All Laws on turns. Mr. Hahn's
daughter, Mrs. P. keen pleasure that he was able to cast
all Classes of Corporations, on Banking E. Nuding, is a resident of Santa Fe also his ballot to bring it Into the
and his other daughter, the pretty Union.
Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc Comlittle Adelaide, has been a frequent
Forms
and
Rules
for
Filing.
plete
visitor to the city.
LOOK FOR THE BEE HIVE
Duke City Rejoices.
On the package when you' buy Fo
Everywhere in the Duke City one ley's Honey and Tar for coughs and
saw evidence of the Joy felt over Sat- colds. None genuine without the Be
Write for Circular.
urday's election, and the fact that the Hive. Remember the name, Foley's
victory was twice Itself according to Honey and Tar and reject any substiJH
N.
Santa
Fe,
C.
KANEN,
Shakespeare's idea of the victor re-- tute. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
r

Just

Received

Biscuits,

Wafers

and

Wafers,
,
Nabisco, Arrow Root,
.Marie, Tan San, Yum Ytnn, Pan Pan,
Chocolate, Yaniila and Lemon Wafers, Clover Leaf, Yeronique
Perfecto, Philuena, Tom Thumb, Vienna Sugar Jingers, Chocolate
London Bi;c:.i(, Chocolate llydrox, Afternoon Tea,
Butter and Water
Thins, Cheese Sandwiches and Sth.
English

Sugar

Rich-tea-

Try a Box of Assorted Sugar Wafers.

ft

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No. 4.

Mc-Fi-

Commencing Monday, January

An Absolute Clearance Sale
Of

the Entire StOCk

(Without

Reservation) of

At Tremendous Reductions

Glass

U Silverware

flat

or, hollow) Jewelry

any kindNovel
tiesFiligree Work
Electroliers or any
thing of quality in

of

our line.
2.t

nnHl,ieTr,lo

"S

,,!n.

UU

Oil tCC

Spanish-America-

JdllSI

KIIUU

UI

KAWKtS

The Popular Gift Store.
S.

SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

FIRST CLASS
HACK SERVICE

SATISFACTION

ASSURED!

CORRICK'S HACK LINE corriok.k

Zmm

.Buftta and Saddle Horses

THE BIG STORE
Hurry!

Hurry!

Hurry!

News for Men
Yes, You'll Have to Hurry!

Our Great Hart Schaffner & Marx
Clothing Sale Will Begin Thurs
day Morning Jan. 19, Will End
When the Light Goes Out on
Saturday Night January 22nd.
fortunate cash purchase is closing out the Winter
stock of one of the best known and most reliable manufacturers of good clothing enables us to increase
greatly the attractions of our sale of mens Winter
Clothing. The prices we name on the class of merchandise offered surpass in value giving any sale
that Santa Fe has ever known. Past experience has
satisfied our patrons that we advertise only facts.
We make mention of only a few of our
but
our store is running over with them.
A

cut-price-

To

s,

let this opportunity slip away means a loss to you.

Suits for $30.00 now $24.00
ii
it

U

27.00
25.00

"

22.50
20.00

Nathan Salmon.
Tailor and Clotheir.

non-bindin-

--

Dry Goods, Clothing and Furnishings

IE Its Cut

The kind that grows with your library
that will fit practically any space
that
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
bookcase made. Fitted with
g
units
furnished
with
base
or
without
doors;
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for. catalog 105 with interior
views shewing arranefiflieot injibrary .parlor, etc

-

roller-bearin-

g,

New Mexican Printing Company
New Mexico.
Sole Agents, Sar-- i,

MR. CONWAY REPORTS

EPIDEMIC AT POJOAQUE.
County School Superintendent John
Conway has reported a scarlet fever epidemic in Pojoaque school district No. 1, and the county commissioners have requested Dr. David
Knapp to investigate conditions there.
Dr. Knapp will leave at once for Pojoaque, where school has been closed
pending his investigation.

V

MARKE1

REPORT

WOOL MARKET.
TerSt. Louis Wool unchanged.
ritory and western mediums 2123;
fine mediums 1719; fine 1213.

n

LIVESTOCK.

Cattle Receipts
31,000.
Market steady to ten lower. Beeves
$4.757; Texas steers $4.155.30;
western steers $4.505.85; stockers
cows
heifers
feeders $3.755.75;
$2.605.10; calves $7.509.50.
Hogs P ?ceipts 50,000. Market ten
to fifteen lower. Light $7.657.90;
mixed $7.657.90; heavy $7.657.80;
rough $7.607.70; good to choice
heavy $7.707.85; pigs $7.508.05;
bulk $7.757.85.
Market
Sheep U eipts 35,000.
westen off. Natives $3.504.40;;
tern $2.704.35; yearlings $4.50
5.50f lambs native $4.236.20; western $4.506.20.
Kansas City Cattle Receipts
including 800 Southernsvhgkrqdl
Market
000, including 800 Southerns.
steady. Native steers $5.406.75;
southern steers $56.20; southern
cows $3.204.75; native cows heifers
$3.256.25; stockers feeders $4.60
5.90; bulls $4.255.25; calves $4.75
8.50; western steers $5.256.25; western cows $3.255.25.
Hogs Receipts 8.500. Market ten
lower. Bulk $7.657.70; heavy $7.70
7.75; packers butchers $7.657.75;
liht $7.607.70.
Market
8,000.
Sheep Receipts
Chicago

10,-00-

steady- - to weak.

Muttons

lambs $5.606.15; fed

$44.S0;

wethers and

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R,

V. BOYLE Mgr.

CLAREHDOH

PODLTRY

yearlings $4.405.60;
ewes $44.50.

fed

westerns

The New Mexican Prtntfing company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Jus-uues oi tne peace, Tbey are especially ruled, with printed headings. In
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, wdth leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index In front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, .80 pases civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following urices
Civil or Criminal
$2.7C
Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a. sin?! a
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combinaUon docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany
order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

HAVE YOU TRIED PAXTINE
The Great Toilet Germicide?
Tou don't have to pay EOo or $1.00 a
pint for listeriaa antiseptics or peroxide. You can make 16 pints of a more
cleansing, germicidal, healing and deodorizing antiseptic solution with one 25c
box of Paxtine, a soluble antiseptic
powder, obtainable at any drug store.
Paxtine destroys germs that cause
disease-- , decay and odors, that is
why it
is the best mouth wash and gargle, and
why it purities the breath, cleanses and
preserves the teeth better than ordinary
dentifrices, and in sponge bathing it completely eradicates perspiration and other
disagreeable body odors. Every dainty
woman appreciates this and its many
other toilet and hygienic uses.
Paxtine is splendid for sore throat.
lnCamed eyes and to purify mouth and
breath after smoking. You can get Paxtine Toilet Antiseptic at any drug store,
price 25c and 50c, or by mail postpaid
from The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston.
Mass., who will send you a free sample
if you would like t try it before buying.

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Bocks and White Wyandottes. oalckeus
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed ou clean wholesome food
only, No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A FEW FAT HENS FOB EATING.

j

935 Pages, $7.00

F.

ONLY
OUNCES

Price

$2.00

The Ideal Stropper

try

for Gillette Blades.

It is light, compact, and easy to operate.

Simply

insert the blade and the stropper does the rest.

We carry a complete line of cutlery,
safety, and old style razors, strops,
brushes, soaps, etc,
The Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

